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Getting off the Ground
Several years ago I had the

there are people still living in this

eye-opening experience of riding in

community who remember the

an airplane with my grandparents.

beginning of the Sheridan Airport,

As we rushed down the tarmac, jet

and can help recapture the

engines screaming, I noticed my

excitement of those times.

grandfather gazing out the window

In particular, Hanley Cohn, Jr.

in anticipation. It was by no means

has done a great deal to lift the

his first flight, but I could tell he

shroud of obscurity surrounding

was very excited for takeoff. Born

Sheridan’s aviation history. He was

in 1918, a good portion of his

only five when the first passenger

lifetime predated the modern

plane touched down at Sheridan.

convenience of jet travel. He

Now 80 years old, Hanley brought

probably remembered when the

the anniversary of air service to the

mere sight of an airplane in the sky

attention of local aviation

could draw a crowd.

enthusiasts. They formed a

When we

finally lifted off and the ground

committee to begin planning a 75th

swiftly dropped below us, Grandpa

anniversary celebration for the

turned to me with a look of genuine

airport on May 20, 2006.1 At the

awe that I will never forget. He

same time, Hanley, Norman Feck,

spoke a single word: “Wonderful!”

Stan Woinoski, and Bella Graphics
started work on a set of historical

Seventy-five years have

displays to be permanently installed

passed since the arrival of

in the terminal. Finally, Hanley saw

scheduled air service in Sheridan,

to it that the booklet you are reading

Wyoming. Since then many of us
have grown accustomed to the
speed and safety of air travel, and
the drama of early aviation fades
with the passing years. Luckily,

75th Anniversary Committee: Norman Feck, Lynn
Roberts, Diane Heath, Dawn Helling, Susan Beard,
Jon Halvorson, John Stopka, Ace Young, Debi
Isakson, Hillary Summers, Jay Ligocki, Dale Hall,
Hanley Cohn, Jr., Edre Maier, Val Burgess, Bill
Dill, Marci Buckley, and Sue Allender.
1
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now would be written and

Cohn, left part of her estate with

published for interested citizens.

instructions to hire a writer to

The history of the Sheridan

record the story once and for all. A

airport has a special significance for

few months before the 75th

Hanley Cohn. His father, Hanley

anniversary celebration, Hanley

Cohn, Sr., was a notable pioneer

commissioned me to assemble this

pilot in this region who brought the

history of the Sheridan Airport from

first airmail to Sheridan, and served

1919-1935.

as the second manager of the
airport. Hanley Cohn, Sr. was

As I looked through Hanley’s

tragically killed in an air crash in

collection of mementos, I saw that

1935, but he was never forgotten.

the history of the airport could best

Hanley, Jr. saved all the

be related through the stories of the

photographs, clippings, and

aviation pioneers who got the

logbooks relating to his father’s

industry up and running in these

career for seven decades, always

parts. The whole enterprise of

intending to write his dad’s story.

aviation in Sheridan rested on the

As he approached his 80th

shoulders of a small group of

birthday, Hanley, Jr. realized that he

people, making it easy to weigh the

wouldn’t be able to finish the

effect each individual had. As I

project without additional help.

became acquainted with these

Luckily, his late aunt, Velda McNair

characters, it impressed me how
completely they devoted their lives
and fortunes to a better way of
getting from one place to another.
Aviation Promoters
Sheridan saw a collective rally
for aviation in the late 1920s. Three
groups of people were responsible
for establishing the Sheridan
County Airport: aviation

Velda McNair Cohn
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enthusiasts, airline companies, and

daredevil pilots were engaged in

most importantly, pilots.

glorious and sometimes tragic

Many of Sheridan’s aviation

pursuit, and they were regarded as

promoters were members of the

heroes by the newspapers and the

Sheridan Commercial Club, a

general public.

precursor to the Chamber of

The Sheridan County Airport

Commerce. Local members of the

was established by aviation

National Aeronautic Association,

pioneers who championed the

particularly George Scales, were

cause in its infancy. Their stories

also instrumental. A small startup

are recorded here to commemorate

airline called Wyoming Air Service

the 75th anniversary of the first

began providing scheduled flights.

airline service at Sheridan,

The success of the entire air

Wyoming on April 13, 1931.

system depended on pilots who
took to the air with determination,
skill, and courage. Alone in the sky,
these pioneer aviators singlehandedly faced the challenges of
primitive instruments, weak
engines, high elevation, and harsh
weather.
Noteworthy pioneer pilots in
the Sheridan area include Hanley
Cohn, Al Lucas, Jerry Brooder,
George “Jiggs” Leitner, Bob Garrett,
Dick Leferink, and his brother Joe
Leferink. This group of fliers
suffered numerous crashes and
fatalities, but they undertook the
risks with hopes of forging a better
connection between our rural West
and the outside world. The

5

Hanley Cohn, Jr. at the Museum of
Flight in Seattle.
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The Barnstorming Years in Sheridan
The First Air Shows, Airdrops, and Airfields, and Airplanes
Aviation in Sheridan County
had humble beginnings. From 19151929 the pilots who flew into

they were impressed for all the
wrong reasons.
One of the defining

Sheridan were not employed by any

characteristics of barnstorming

commercial airline. Instead, they

aviation was its lack of rules.

were barnstormers, a kind of

Unhindered by such impediments

freelance pilot-for-hire. These

as safety inspections, flight

roving pilots traveled around the

regulations, and designated landing

country using fields, gravel roads,

fields, barnstormers developed a

or dry lakebeds as landing strips.

reputation for being either highly

They sought passengers for joyrides

qualified or dead. Accidents were

or travel, and put on shows of stunt

common. Survival required a

flying and aerobatics for special

combination of good judgment,

events.

courage, and luck.

One such show was held at
the Sheridan Fairgrounds in 1915,

WWI and Aviation
The onset of World War I

when a barnstormer “performed”

brought new aerial combat

for a large crowd. He used the

strategies and encouraged

infield of the racetrack for a runway,

developments in aviation

and took to the air in front of the

technology. On the home front, the

thrilled audience; only to strip the

glamour and excitement of aviation

tops off of several parked

was harnessed to promote the war

automobiles and crash.2 This was

effort. Estella Loucks Lupton recalls

probably the first time many

when a plane flew over Coffeen’s

Sheridan folks saw an airplane, and

Grove Park in Sheridan during
WWI. Her entire family went to the
top of a nearby hill to see their first

The Sheridan Post-Enterprise, May 1, 1927. Article
by L.L. MacBride.
2

airplane. As the ship passed
overhead it dropped bomb-shaped
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papers to advertise the selling of

cross-country flights into Sheridan,

war bonds. This caused Estella’s

and is notable because early

mother to run away in fright

airplanes typically arrived in

because, “She wasn’t about to have

Sheridan by train, not by air.

7

that thing fly over her!”3
The conclusion of the Great
War on November 11, 1918 caused
an explosion in the number of
barnstorming pilots in America.
Thousands of well-trained veteran
pilots came home with hopes of
staying in aviation. Many bought
their own airplanes, flew around the
country for a living, and inspired a
new generation of pilots.
In Sheridan, barnstormers

Carl Griffen served as a WWI pilot
and flight instructor from October
1917-January 1919. He later piloted
the first plane owned in Sheridan.

frequently landed in an unimproved
pasture immediately south of the
fairgrounds on Fifth Street, where

Dr. Buffum and Carl Griffen

the Country Club Golf Course is
now located. In July of 1919, a pilot
from Miles City flew 115 miles up
the Tongue River and landed there.4

Around 1919, Dr. Henry
Buffum, an osteopathic physician,
had Sheridan’s first plane delivered

This is one of the earliest recorded

in crates by railroad. He hired local

Sheridan County Heritage, 1983, “Loucks and
Lupton Family by Estella Lupton,” p. 631-32.

assemble the airplane.5 An

3

Coffeen’s Grove was east across Little Goose Creek
from Coffeen Avenue, near Carrington Street. This
was near the home of Estella Loucks Lupton’s
parents, Dale and Estella J. Loucks. Their son was
Harry Dewitte Loucks, who later became a close
friend of Hanley Cohn, Sr. Homer A. “Harry”
Loucks, an uncle to Harry Dewitte Loucks, was
Mayor of Sheridan when the first airmail arrived.
The Sheridan Press, c. spring 1934, “Sheridan Has
Modern and Busy Airport and Daily Air Line”

WWI veteran Carl Griffen to
experienced flyer by the standards
of the time, Carl Griffen had
enlisted in the Army Air Crops and
flown in Europe during the war.

4

5

The Sheridan Press, date unknown, c. 1934.
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Afterwards he stayed in the service

Sheridan County Commissioners for

to teach night flying and navigation.

funds to build a hangar at the

Upon returning to Sheridan, he

landing field. At a meeting on

found work as Dr. Buffum’s

November 4, 1919, the

mechanic, pilot, and flight

commissioners stated, “it would be

instructor.

of vast interest to this community to

House calls to see patients

establish an Aviation Field near this

were the norm for physicians in

city.”7 The next day, the Sheridan

those days, and Dr. Buffum had

Daily Enterprise noted, “The value

undoubtedly made many slow and

of landing fields to communities is

arduous trips on rural roads since

now generally recognized

he came to town in May 1905. He

throughout the country and many

was likely frustrated by instances in

progressive cities and towns have

which country families coped with

already established fields.” So the

medical emergencies while he was

city, the county, and the Sheridan

still en route. He hoped the speed

Commercial Club each contributed

and convenience of an airplane

$650 towards the $2000 cost of a

might solve these problems.

“shelter and accommodation for at

Dr. Buffum was not alone in

least three airships.”

his interest in aviation. Sheridan’s

The Jenny

leaders were well aware of the

Dr. Buffum himself made a

barnstorming craze that was

significant investment in local

sweeping the nation. Just four

aviation when he purchased

months after the first cross-country

Sheridan’s first airplane. For $2500,

flight into Sheridan, T.C. Diers and

plus $600 in railroad shipping costs,

George Scales6 of the Sheridan

he bought a Curtiss JN-4 “Jenny,” a

Commercial Club petitioned the

classic open-cockpit two-seater
biplane. Designed as a training

George Scales, another World War I flyer,
operated a Ford dealership and was the president
of the Wyoming Chapter of the National
Aeronautic Association. He was instrumental in
the Sheridan Commercial Club’s efforts to
establish an airmail route through Sheridan as
early as 1927. The Sheridan Post-Enterprise, May 1,
1927, p. 1.
6

plane for World War I, the Jenny
The Sheridan Press, January 3, 1974, article by Gary
Horton. The article recording the original county
commissioners meeting appeared on page 3 of the
Nov. 5, 1919 Sheridan Daily Enterprise.
7
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was the first mass-produced and

9

Luckily for Dr. Buffum, he

mass-marketed airplane. Doc

never got the chance to solo. In fact,

Buffum likely owned a model JN-

Buffum never got to ride in his

4D, of which 2,700 were produced

airplane at all. About a year after

between November 1917 and

purchasing the Jenny, he and Carl

January 1919.8 The Jenny weighed

Griffen had put the finishing

about 2000 pounds and was driven

touches on the plane. Griffen taxied

by a 90 horsepower motor. 9 It

across the airfield and then took off

sported a wood frame with a canvas

for a test flight. That’s when they

skin, had a 43-foot wingspan, and

found out that the Jenny didn’t

was 27 feet long.

climb very well at Sheridan’s

All the controls were operated

elevation. Griffen crashed the

from the back seat, while the front

biplane into a fence at the edge of

seat was strictly for carrying

the field and tore off the wings. He

passengers. The instructor might

survived, but the Jenny was

take a student for a few training

destroyed. Dr. Buffum gave up his

rides, but the trainee didn’t get any

aviation dreams along with his

real airtime at the controls before

$3,100 investment. Griffen went on

flying solo.10 First-time pilots faced a

to become a promoter of new

do-or-die situation while their

airport construction while he was

instructors heartily encouraged

serving as the Sheridan County

them from the safety of the ground.

Assessor in 1927. Following that, he

One might call it the ultimate “crash

moved to California to become a

course” in aviation.

banker.11
As for the recently constructed
hangar at the airfield, it survived

There were several variants of the JN-4 model
(including the JN-4A, JN-4B, JN-4 Canuck, JN-4D,
and the JN-4H). Article by Judy Rummerman.
http://www.centennialofflight.gov/essay/Aerospac
e/Jenny/Aero3.htm
8

By comparison, a modern Volkswagen Beetle
weighs 2,600 pounds and runs on a 100
horsepower engine.

until about 1921. Sources say it was
either blown apart by a windstorm,
or sold to a N.A. Pearson.12 Perhaps

9

10

http://www.brooks.af.mil/ABG/MU/jenny.html

The Sheridan Press, Friday Oct. 5, 1945, p. 10.
Also, The Sheridan Journal, June 7, 1927.
11
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both stories are true, and N.A.

When the tire was fixed the pilot

Pearson salvaged what was left of

rewarded them with a thrilling

the building.

free ride, with both (boys) sitting

The aviation field near the

in the front cockpit.”13

fairgrounds remained in use until

Though it may have been one

about 1931. Charlie Popovich

of the riskier things those Sheridan

related the following story about the

youngsters ever tried, they

fairgrounds airfield told by Ralph

probably never forgot the day they

Cloyd:

earned themselves an eagle’s-eye
“One day in 1927 he

view of the valley of Sheridan. It

(Ralph Cloyd) and his junior

must have been a breathtaking

high buddy were out there on

experience for them to zoom down

their bicycles and ended up

the airfield in the open cockpit, and

helping a barnstormer. They

then lift off and soar up to the

took an inner tube to a gas

heights of the nearby Big Horn

station and got it patched.

Mountains.

An Eaglerock biplane at the fairgrounds airfield, c. 1920s, owned by a barnstorming
operation called Pikes Peak Air Service Company. Eaglerock planes were manufactured
by Alexander Aircraft of Denver. The design is quite similar to that of the Curtis Jenny.
Note the spinning propeller, and the Bighorns in the background.
Sheridan County Commissioner’s Proceedings,
June 7, 1921, as reported by Gary Horton, The
Sheridan Press, Jan. 3, 1974.
12

Charles Popovich, Sheridan Wyoming: Selected
Historical Articles, Easy Reading, 1997.
13
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Commercial Aviation’s Final Approach to Sheridan
Sheridan was relatively late in

The United States Postal

establishing its airport. Other cities

Service operated the airmail routes

such as Cheyenne had airports

for the first few years to prove that

much earlier because they were

they could be profitable, and then

along the transcontinental airmail

handed the system over to private

route, which opened in 1920.14 The

contractors, which sparked the

route followed the Union Pacific

growth of commercial aviation.18 By

Railroad, crossing the Laramie

the end of the decade, America’s

Range and the Continental Divide at

east-west network of commercial

low points in southern Wyoming.15

aviation began to branch out into

In early years, airplanes

north-south routes along the Rocky

carried mail only in the daylight

Mountain front. Towns like

hours, transferring the cargo to

Sheridan, Wyoming, suddenly had

trains at dusk because of the

the opportunity to make interstate

dangers of night flying.16 In

travel and commerce a matter of

February of 1921 the first night

hours, rather than days.

flights were made. The original

However, it wasn’t as easy as

nighttime beacon system on the

simply putting Sheridan’s name on

route from Chicago to Cheyenne

an established commercial air route.

consisted of glowing bonfires set

To start with, there was no such

every 50 miles.17

route in Wyoming, or an airline that
wanted the route. There would

Air Transportation in Wyoming, Chapter 4, by
Blood, Michaud, and Bradley, Div. Of Business
and Economic Research, College of Commerce and
Industry, University of Wyoming, May 1974.
14

The airmail route, the U.P. Railroad and the
Lincoln Highway all used the same low passes.
15

have to be a coordinated multi-city
effort to build runways, develop
public interest in air travel, and
finally, to establish an airline

16

company.

No Title, news article by Vera Saban, 5/4/75,
newspaper unknown, Wyoming Room clipping
file, Sheridan Co. Fulmer Public Library.

18

Annals of Wyoming, Vol. 52:1, Spring 1980, “The
Air-Age comes to Wyoming,” Gerald M. Adams,
p. 19.
17

The Sheridan Post-Enterprise, May 1, 1927, article
by L.L. MacBride.
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Sheridan Commercial Club and
George Scales
Starting in 1927 there was a

lessened.”19 For example, items
ordered from Chicago by telegraph
could arrive in Sheridan overnight.

great deal of talk about building an

To Mr. Scales, these

improved landing strip in Sheridan.

possibilities represented a dramatic

Members of the Sheridan

leap forward in service and

Commercial Club, the American

commerce. He confidently said,

Legion, and the Wyoming Chapter

“The airmail route would mean a

of the National Aeronautic

great deal to this community, and I

Association supported efforts to

feel that we are going to get it.”20

find a location for a new airport. In

Little did he know that airmail

the May 1, 1927, issue of The

service for Sheridan would not be a

Sheridan Post-Enterprise, George

reality until 1934, and that it would

Scales declared that the fairgrounds

be preceded by the arrival of

airfield needed replacing because,

passenger service in 1931.

“It is a one-way field with the

In the meantime, George

prevailing winds coming from the

Scales devoted himself to

wrong direction.”

convincing the community of the

The main incentive to build

need for a new airfield. The June 5,

the new airfield was the possibility

1927, issue of The Sheridan Journal

of airmail service. The Sheridan

quoted Mr. Scales’s address to the

Commercial Club formed a

local Rotarians at the Sheridan Inn,

Committee for Post Office and

saying that the “Lack of landing

Airways, which hoped to place

fields and hangars are holding back

Sheridan on the proposed Cheyenne

commercial aviation to small

to Great Falls airmail route. If

localities—they are as necessary at

Sheridan could contribute 7 pounds

present as were bridges for railroads

of airmail daily to this route, it

and highways.” Mr. Scales also

would earn itself a connection to the

noted that philanthropists could do

transcontinental line and,

a great service in the community by

“…Sheridan’s distance from the
larger cities will be considerably

19
20

The Sheridan Post-Enterprise, June 6, 1927.
The Sheridan Post-Enterprise, May 1, 1927.
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helping to finance new airfield
construction.
Two days later on June 7,
1927, Sheridan hosted a meeting of
representatives from Casper,
Sheridan, Billings, Great Falls, and
other towns hoping to coordinate
efforts along the proposed airmail
route.21 Several of those in
attendance at the meeting were part
of the core group of aviation
boosters in this region:
From Casper:
Major D.P. Wardwell, of Casper,
member of the Powder River
Flying Club22
From Sheridan:
George W. Scales, governor for
Wyoming’s Chapter of the
National Aeronautic Association
Homer “Harry” Loucks, postmaster
(Homer A. Loucks was mayor
from 1928-29, and 1932-35,
related to John D. Loucks,
Sheridan’s founder)
W. H. Wallace, commissioner of
the Sheridan Commercial Club
L. J. O’Marr, president of the
Sheridan Commercial Club
Carl W. Griffen, Sheridan County

Assessor and pilot of Dr.
Buffum’s biplane
Will G. Metz, state commander of
the American Legion
From Billings:
J.A. Shoemaker, Secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce
From Great Falls:
Earl Vance, Great Falls pilot and
businessman who later operated
Border Airlines on the BillingsGreat Falls portion of the
passenger route from Feb. to
Sept. of 1931.
Reyn Leedom, Secretary Of the
Chamber of Commerce
Aaron Singer, Chairman of the
Airmail Committee
Fort Mackenzie Airfield
Over the course of the next
year, much work was done to secure
use of lands at Fort Mackenzie (the
Veterans Administration Hospital)
for an airfield. Since the Fort was
federal land, the bulk of these
arrangements were made in
Washington D.C. by Senator John B.
Kendrick and Wm. P. McCracken,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Aeronautics. Senator Kendrick’s
contact in Sheridan was George

June 7, 1927, The Sheridan Journal.
Major Wardwell died in an airplane crash shortly
thereafter. Casper’s Wardwell field was named
after him.
21
22

13

Scales, and in June of 1928 Mr.
Scales was delighted to receive a

14
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telegram granting 160 acres of Fort

As for the airfield at Fort

Mackenzie land to the city and

Mackenzie, little happened until

county.23

October 3, 1928, when the county

Mr. Scales was probably too

and city agreed to pay $50 yearly to

busy to celebrate, as he was

lease the 160 acres from the U.S.

promoting aviation all around the

Government Veteran’s Bureau. The

state in his capacity of Governor for

provisions of the deal stipulated

the Wyoming Chapter of the

that no planes would fly in or

National Aeronautic Association.

around the grounds of the Veteran’s

He understood that an entire

Administration Hospital, and that

network of airports had to be built

the airfield was to be under the

in order for aviation to be

supervision of the medical officer in

commercially viable. In addition to

charge of the hospital.

visiting Cheyenne, Torrington,
Wheatland, Douglas, and Casper for
this purpose, he had “sent letters to

Marshall Hoppin Selects
The New Airfield Site
Almost as soon as the deal

virtually every town in the state

was made, the community became

urging the construction of landing

dissatisfied with the arrangement.

fields and markers, and (was) also

They probably felt that 160 acres

sending out department of

wasn’t a lot of land for an airfield,

commerce instructions regarding

and didn’t want the hassle of

the marking of fields and roofs of

acquiring more government lands

buildings.”24 Mr. Scales was

for future expansion. So, in April of

pleased that Bob Garrett and R.C.

1929, just a few months after the

Jeffries planned to build a landing

lease of the Fort Mackenzie land, the

field at Clearmont, and that a man

Sheridan Commercial Club brought

had painted “Kaycee” on the roof of

in a government airport specialist

a garage in that town. He hoped

named Marshall Hoppin to select a

similar efforts would take root

permanent location for Sheridan’s

across Wyoming.

airfield. Mr. Hoppin’s official title
was Assistant to the U.S. Secretary

23
24

June 25, 1928, The Sheridan Post-Enterprise.
June 25, 1928, The Sheridan Post-Enterprise.
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of Commerce in charge of

tourists into town on a regular

Aeronautics.

schedule. “The only reason they

After driving around

15

haven’t come in yet is that you

Sheridan with George Scales for a

haven’t an airport,” Mr. Hoppin

few hours, Mr. Hoppin chose the

said.

site of our current airport. He

Of course, the new airfield

described the location as an area

would require improvements before

south and west of the cemetery in

it would be ready for use, and it

the Home Ranch development.

would likely cost between $35,000

Located on the old Beaver Creek

and $50,000 to garner an official

Road, the proposed location would

airport designation. “Don’t let the

be ideal because of its flat

figures scare you,” Mr. Hoppin

topography, its easy visibility from

warned. “You must crawl before

as far away as Ranchester, its

you walk, and when I say $50,000 I

proximity to downtown, and the

don’t mean an outlay of that

potential for expansion onto

amount at once.” Instead, it was a

undeveloped lands.25

prediction of the final cost for a

Mr. Hoppin stressed that
Sheridan stood to benefit greatly

hanger, gas, oil, water facilities,
lights, markers, etc.

from an airport because of its

The final steps in planning

location in the “heart of a tourist

Sheridan’s current airport began in

country.”26 He saw that Sheridan

early May of 1929. You can imagine

was “right in line for a north and

George Scales’s delight when he

south airway,” and that an airline

stood before a meeting of the

could make a good business flying

Sheridan Commercial Club at the
Sheridan Inn and presented the

25

May 7, 1929, The Sheridan Journal.

April 22, 1929, The Sheridan Post-Enterprise. In an
interesting side note, Mr. Hoppin had a rough
landing coming into Sheridan from Casper. Pilot
Walter Storrie of Casper stuck the landing a little
too hard at the old fairgrounds airfield and broke a
landing gear. So Mr. Hoppin had the pleasure of
staying in Sheridan a few extra days waiting for
parts to be flown in, until Bob Garrett came to his
aid and flew him back to Casper.
26

blueprints for the new airfield.27 He
and the Sheridan Commercial Club
probably had no idea of the scale of
the project they were undertaking
27

May 7, 1929, The Sheridan Post-Enterprise.
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when they asked the county to fund

funds for improvements were raised

the first fairgrounds hangar in 1919.

through $100 subscriptions, the first

A decade later, the problem of

being made by A.K. Craig, chairman

inadequate fields at the fairgrounds

of the county commissioners.29

and the Fort was to be resolved once
and for all.

The First Landings: Bob Garrett,
“Jiggs” Leitner, and Hanley Cohn

The new airfield would be

By April 1930, Bob Garrett and

situated on 200 acres and would

12 friends had established a motor-

boast an improved runway

less glider club at the new airfield. 30

measuring 500 by 3600 feet. The

They first flew their car-pulled

city and county gave E.C. Gwillim,

glider on April 28th. On or around

city engineer, the task of surveying

that same day, George “Jiggs”

the proposed airfield on May 10,

Leitner, a flying rancher, heard from

1929.28 The city of Sheridan stepped

his good friend George Scales that

up to buy the 200 acres from the

the new airfield was now in use. He

Wyoming Securities Company,

flew in from the Powder River

owners of the Home Ranches, at a

country and says he was the first

price of around $75 an acre.

pilot to land a power-driven plane

The Sheridan County

at our present-day airport. Bob

Commissioners then assumed

Garrett and his club were flying

responsibility for construction. In

gliders that same day, so the

January of 1930, they donated the

distinction of “first landing” might

use of the county grader and the

to be given to both parties.31 To

labor needed to operate it for a
period of 15 days. They also paid
for the installation of several
hundred feet of pipe to drain
several wet areas on the field. Then,
the generous spirit of Sheridan
citizens took over and additional
28

May 10, 1929, The Sheridan Journal.

January 4, and January 9, 1930, The Sheridan
Journal.
29

The Sheridan Journal, April 29, 1930. Members of
Bob Garrett’s glider club included: Dr. W.F.
Schunk, W.K. Cole, A.A. Wilcox, C.A. Church,
W.V. Diener, Dr. R.E. Crane, Dr. P.J. Kane, Hubert
Keenan, Herbert Fleischer, Herbert Reed, Homer
Berger, and Lyle Corey.
30

May 3, year unknown, The Sheridan Press.
Leitner mentions that Bob Garrett was the
instructor who “soloed” him one evening at the
Fort Mackenzie airfield, probably around 1929.
Leitner may have been the only pilot to solo there.
He later served as a pilot in WWII, flying across
the Atlantic on both northern and southern routes.
31
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further cloud the issue of first-

compliment to Mayor C.P. Story

touchdown, an article in the June 17,

and city commissioners John Hoyt

1930, issue of The Sheridan Journal

and Archie MacCarty for their

states that the City Council had

foresight in establishing one of the

recently honored Hanley Cohn as

finest airfields in the northwest. He

the first pilot to land at the

then stipulated that the local planes

municipal airport.

at the air circus, one of which was

At any rate, all three of these

piloted by Hanley Cohn, should not

pilots were there at the very

fly again, as they were unlicensed.32

beginning, and were probably on

Soon many different planes began

hand for the June 17 air circus when

to visit Sheridan to promote

several hundred people gathered at

aviation. In July of 1930 a

the municipal airfield to officially

barnstormer in a Ford Tri-motor

celebrate its opening. Edison

airplane flew in from Billings after

Mouton, an aeronautical inspector

using railroad tracks and highways

for the Department of Commerce,

to navigate through rain and fog.33

was also there, and gave the highest

Ford Tri-motor NC 8984 at Sheridan
during the National Air Tour race, Sept.
20, 1930.

32

On that day Hanley was flying plane C-8280.

33

July 13, 1930, The Sheridan Post-Enterprise.
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National Air Tour air show at the new Sheridan Airfield, c. 1930. Note the Ford
Tri-motor at far left.

The National Air Tour
Comes to Town

break-neck gallop around the
airfield.34

On September 20, 1930,

The excitement of 1930 was

Sheridan municipal airfield hosted

capped with the selection of Bob

the National Air Tour, an event that

Garrett as the first manager of the

drew hundreds and demonstrated

Sheridan Municipal Airport. As

recent advancements in aviation

part of the deal Mr. Garrett leased

safety and technology. The event

the airport from the city and had

was a timed race that started in

sole rights to operating a flight

Detroit and then made stops in

school (which soon had a large

places like Chicago, Duluth, Grand

number of students). In addition,

Forks, Winnipeg, Saskatoon,

he operated a repair shop, sold

Calgary, Great Falls, Sheridan,

gasoline and oil, and had the

Casper, Cheyenne, Denver, and

authority to enforce city, state, and

Kansas City. Over twenty different

federal aircraft regulations.35

models of planes took part,

Over the next 15 years the

including single motor, bi-motor,

vision of airport consultant Marshall

and tri-motor planes. When the Air

Hoppin was carried out almost to

Tour arrived in Sheridan, the flyers
were treated to a chuck wagon
lunch. One of the pilots, a woman
named Nancy Hopkins, caught up
in the Western spirit of the moment,
hopped on a cowpony and took a

Leroy Forden, The Ford Air Tours, 1931-35: A
Complete Narrative and Pictorial History of the
Seven National Air Tour Competitions for the
Edsel B Ford Reliability Trophy, Chapter VI: Big
Country and Lots of It, Reprinted 2003.
www.nationalairtour.org/pdf/ford_pdf_files/chapt
er_6.PDF
35 August 16, 1930, The Sheridan Journal.
November 16, 1930, The Sheridan Press.
34
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the letter. Individuals, the city, the
county, the Works Progress
Administration, and federal defense
programs made incremental
investments in hangars, runways,
and safety equipment. In the mid
1940s, night landing lights and allweather strips were finally installed
and Sheridan’s airfield received the
Department of Commerce’s official
“Class II” airport designation.

Bob Garrett was the first manager of
the Sheridan Airport. He served for
one year starting in the autumn of
1930. He later flew for Wyoming Air
Service, which was subsequently
named Inland Airlines.
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The Arrival of Air Service in Sheridan
April 13, 1931
While Sheridan had been

company were Vice President G.G.

focused on building an airport,

“Jerry” Brooder, formerly of

Richard “Dick” Leferink of Casper

Sheridan; Dr. Allan McClellan,

had been working to establish an

Secretary-Treasurer; and Marvin

airline. Mr. Leferink started out his

Landes, Assistant General

aviation career as a World War I

Manager.38

pilot, and then spent most of the

By this time, the Cheyenne

1920s as a barnstormer who

airport had grown into a major

dreamed of bringing reliable air

maintenance and overhaul center

service to Wyoming.

for United Airlines. Mr. Leferink

On April 5, 1928, a company

hoped that Wyoming Air Service

called Wyoming Airways earned

could help other places in Wyoming

Department of Commerce

and Montana benefit from

certification with Dick Leferink

Cheyenne’s position in the air

serving as vice president. For

network. Wyoming Air Service

several months the company ran a

abandoned the route from Sinclair

line from Parco (Sinclair,

to Jackson, and over the next year

Wyoming), to Jackson Hole using

concentrated on building a line

two Eaglerock airplanes.36

between Denver and Casper.

Then, on May 9, 1930, Dick

On March 16, 1931, Dick and

Leferink became president of the

Joe Leferink flew Wyoming Air

company and renamed it Wyoming

Service’s first flights on a new daily

Air Service.37 Other officers of the

route between Casper, Cheyenne,

Alexander Aircraft Company of Denver
manufactured Eaglerock planes. The company
was a leader in the field in the 1920s.
37 The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957. See also:
Air Transportation in Wyoming, by Blood, Michaud,
and Bradley, Division Of Business and Economic
Research, College of Commerce and Industry,
University of Wyoming, May 1974. Prepared for the
Wyoming State Hwy. Dept. and the U.S. Dept. of
Transportation, p. 7.
36

It has not been confirmed if all of these officers
worked for Wyoming Air Service from its
inception in May 1930. Jerry Brooder later worked
for Inland Airlines, and eventually retired in the
1966 as Senior VP of Western Airlines, one of the
country’s oldest and biggest airlines.
The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957.
The Sheridan Press, May 14, 1976.
38
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and Denver. Though the company

had their eyes on routes passing

started out with just those two

through Sheridan.

pilots, there were big plans afoot for
aviation in Wyoming.39
The day after opening the

21

On the second of April 1931,
Dick Leferink and Lee Doud of
Wyoming Air Service met with the

Casper-Denver line, Dick Leferink

Sheridan Commercial Club looking

announced his intention to extend

for investors. They hoped to raise

the route through Sheridan all the

$3500 in Sheridan to extend the

way to Great Falls as soon as

Casper line, and $6500 more in

possible.40 This would create an

other cites served.41

effective north-south route through

Also on April second, Dick

the state, attract more business, and

Leferink, Lee Doud, and the

give his airline a chance at securing

Sheridan Commercial Club came up

a government airmail contract.

with a proposal in which both

Border Airlines
At the same time, Border

Wyoming Air Service and Border
Airlines would terminate their lines

Airlines of Montana had recently

at Sheridan. They felt Sheridan

inaugurated a line from Great Falls

would be an ideal terminal point

to Billings. Earl Vance, Border

because, “the city possesses one of

Airlines official, was hoping to

the finest airports in this section of

extend the route south from Billings

the northwest, and by next summer

to Denver. Suddenly, two airlines

(1931) will have a modern hangar.
Already the field is equipped with a
field manager’s house, gas and oil

Casper Tribune, April 12, 1931.
Aviation enthusiasts in Casper gave a great deal of
support to Wyoming Air Service. The following
people served on the company’s Aviation
Committee:
Lee Doud chairman, Earl E. Hanway, Wheeler
Canfield, E. E. Allen, Wallace England, Harry
Yesness, Edward E. Murane, L. I. Gulich, Kirk
Baldwin, Marvin Landes, Earl Bowman, Geo. W.
Jarvis, Richard Leferink, and Casper Mayor E. W.
Rowell. Dr. Allan McClellan is listed as a founder
of Wyoming Air Service in the May 14, 1976, issue
of The Sheridan Press.
39

40

The Sheridan Press, March 17, 1931.

and telephone service.”42 Planes
from the two companies would
arrive here daily at 12:15 and
transfer passengers as necessary,
providing unbroken service from
41
42

The Sheridan Press, April 2, 1931.
The Sheridan Press, April 3, 1931, p. 12.
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Denver to Great Falls. Along the

Arr...Casper................ 2:00 p.m.

way, Wyoming Air Service would

Lv....Casper................ 2:10 p.m.

make a stop in Cheyenne, and

Arr...Cheyenne............3:55 p.m.

Border Airlines in Billings, allowing

Lv....Cheyenne............4:00 p.m.

connections to the transcontinental

Arr...Denver, Colo.......5:00 p.m.

routes and nationwide travel.
The proposed schedule and

“Intermediate points, such as
Buffalo, Douglas and Wheatland,

rates were listed in The Sheridan

Wyo.; Stanford, Lewiston, and

Press as follows:43

Roundup, Mont.; and other towns

Northbound
(Wyo. Air Service)

will be included in the service,
probably by flag stop.

Lv....Denver................7:30 a.m

The through trip from Denver

Arr...Cheyenne............8:40 a.m.

to Great Falls, one-way fare, will

Lv….Cheyenne...........8:45 a.m.

cost $55. This makes it a more

Arr….Casper..............10:40.a.m.

attractive class of service than

Lv….Casper..............10:45 a.m.

railroad transportation and fare

Arr….Sheridan..........12:15 p.m.

between the same points. Round trip

(Border Airlines)

fares will be 10 percent cheaper.

Lv....Sheridan............12:30 p.m.

“Here are some more rates:

Arr...Billings................1:55 p.m.

Sheridan to Buffalo, $5; to Casper,

Lv....Billings................2:00 p.m.

$11.60; to Douglas, $17.60; to

Arr...Great Falls...........4:45 p.m.

Wheatland, $27.55; to Cheyenne,
$26.55; to Denver $31.40; to

Southbound

(Border Airlines)
Lv....Great Falls...........8:00 a.m.
Arr....Billings ..............10:40 a.m.
Lv....Billings..............10:45 a.m.
Arr....Sheridan.............12:15 p.m.
(Wyo. Air Service)
Lv....Sheridan............12:30 p.m.
43

The Sheridan Press, April 7, 1931.

Billings, $8.50; and to Great Falls,
$25.”
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The 3-Day Runway Project
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turn to the public for support.44

By Tuesday April 7th, enough

Emphasizing that a new

money had been invested to open

runway and air service would

the Wyoming Air Service line

benefit everyone in the community,

through Sheridan, but both that

the chapter formed a committee of

company and Border Airlines

12 people and raised $1800 for the

stressed that Sheridan’s airfield was

runway work in just three days. 45

not in suitable condition for making

Members of the N.A.A. were

safe landings. The previous day, Al

ecstatic, saying, "This is a definite

Royson of Border Airlines had

demonstration that Sheridan will

become stuck in mud upon landing

rise to an emergency and put the

at Sheridan. The ruts were so deep

job over when it becomes

that the car that towed his plane

necessary." 46 Speaking to the Rotary

became mired as well. Ed Klies of

Club on April 9, George Scales said,

Border Airlines planned to use

“It's good business to do what we're

Buffalo’s landing field for his

doing. Other people, businessmen

service unless immediate steps were

of this city, believe so too, or we

taken to remedy the situation at

wouldn't have had the response we

Sheridan’s airfield.

did in raising the money for

There wasn’t much time to

surfacing the runways.” Such

resurface the runway-the first day

community spirit and generosity

of air service was scheduled for

remains typical of Sheridan to this

Monday, April 13th, just six days

day.

away. Money was also short

working toward for so long. They

The Sheridan Press, April 8, 1931.
The Sheridan Press, April 10, 1931. “Volunteer
solicitation committees which succeeded in raising
the runway funds are; Team No.1, George Scales
and Carl F. Kneisel; Team No. 2, Louis Mills and
G.W. Lansing; Team No. 3, W. H. Schmidt and
Frank Schaal; No. 4, W.E. Fair and C. Watt
Brandon; Team No. 5, C.J. Oviatt and Harold
Fleischer; and Team No. 6, W.L. Ashton and
Homer Talbot.” A total of $2,116 was raised by
April 13th and a full list of donors appeared in The
Sheridan Press on that day.

saw that the only way to get the job

46

because the city had to reserve its
funds for the hangar project. But
the local National Aeronautic
Association chapter wasn’t about to
miss the opportunity they’d been

done in such a short time was to

44
45

The Sheridan Press, April 10, 1931. On the same
day, the press discussed plans for starting the first
radio station here.
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The resurfacing work began

spread through the throng, and cars

at 6:30am on Friday April 10th, with

backed up along the rough road

just three days remaining until the

leading to the airport. A sizeable

commercial planes would touch

portion of the city’s population had

down. The contractor for the

turned out for this momentous and

project was S.F. Ronde, who had

historic occasion, which some had

been released from a state highway

been anticipating for more than a

job to do the work. In the dawning

decade. Sheridan was about to

hours of the day he and his crew set

take its place in the scheduled,

out to grade the rutted landing strip

commercial air network spanning

and apply a new gravel surface. By

from New York to San Francisco,

2 pm on Saturday they had laid

and from Victoria, British Columbia

new gravel over a section

to Havana, Cuba.47 A great barrier

measuring 1500 by 50 feet. They

was about to be breached forever.

worked day and night shifts over

Shortly after 12:00, the

the course of three days, and

Wyoming Air Service planes

finished the project late Sunday

piloted by Dick and Joe Leferink

evening. It is doubtful that any

appeared in the sky. The airships

construction crew in Sheridan has

circled once above the upturned

met such an urgent deadline with

faces of the crowd, dropped

such monumental effort to this day.

elevation, and made their final

Air Service Arrives
In the mid-morning hours of
April 13, 1931, a large crowd began

approach. They bounced down,
“not on the newly gravel-surfaced
runway, but on the field proper.”48

to gather at the Sheridan airport.

The pilots had wisely chosen

People parked their cars on the

not to use the runway because of a

grassy airfield and lined up along

crosswind from the west.

the brand-new runway. Hundreds
of faces scanned the sky both south
and north, searching for the first
glimpse of an airplane. As the noon
hour approached, excitement

The Sheridan Press, April 12, 1931. The rates and
schedules for hypothetical trips from Sheridan to
these places and other were listed in the Sunday
edition of The Sheridan Press, the day before the
inauguration of air service.
48 The Sheridan Press, April 13, 1931. Great Falls to
Colorado Air Route is Inaugurated; Big Crowd Greets
Planes.
47
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Fortunately the muddy ruts of the

handshakes, and messages were

airfield had dried since the previous

exchanged between the city

week, and the planes had no trouble

officials, members of the N.A.A.,

landing. But the hard work of the

and the travelers. The Leferinks

runway crew was not in vain, as the

and their four passengers boasted

runway was used in the daily air

about their hour and 18-minute

service whenever winds permitted.

flight from Casper.50 Mayor George

As Dick Leferink taxied his

25

Levi Smith understated the

model SM8A Stinson monoplane to

significance of the occasion, saying

its parking space alongside a local

simply, “We want to welcome you

airplane, a “swirling mob” surged

and your airline.”

forward to greet them. The

The dignitaries and pilots

excitement of the public

were about to retire to manager Bob

overwhelmed their caution, and, “It

Garrett’s residence for lunch when

was with some difficulty that the

the Border Airlines planes appeared

crowd was kept away from the

from the north and landed at 12:15.

whirling propeller blades.”

Al Royson and H.J. Hockersmith

Dick Leferink stepped down

piloted the Border Airlines planes,

from his plane and handed Mayor

while about five other people

George Levi Smith a letter from

including Ed Klies, president of the

Mayor Holliday of Cheyenne. This

airline, accompanied them.

simple act held great significance to

Greetings were again

the people at the time because the

exchanged and the group of

letter had been written in Cheyenne

aviation pioneers proceeded to the

that very morning, and then taken

manager’s house. The thrill of the

an incredible journey several

moment carried over into the meal

hundred miles north in just a few
hours’ time.49 Greetings,

Several messages between Wyoming’s Governor
Clark and Montana’s Governor Erickson were also
exchanged on the occasion.
The Sheridan Press, April 13, 1931. The Leferink’s
passengers were L.E. Hanway, publisher of the
Casper Tribune-Herald; Lee Doud, Casper
businessman; Kirk Baldwin, Circulation Manager
of the Casper papers, and G.B. Stebbins, a Casper
auto dealer.
50

The Sheridan Press, April 13, 1931. The letter was
not official postal service “airmail” because
Wyoming Air Service was not an authorized
carrier until June 20, 1934. It was merely a handdelivered message carried by impressive means.
49
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with “questioning, meetings, and

in the sky the airport officials must

hectic long distance phone calls”

have felt a deep sense of

between the Sheridan group and

satisfaction. They had just

the aviators. One hot topic was

witnessed the fruition of years of

Sheridan’s new hangar: The city

hard work, planning, and allocation

council had just approved

of resources. They had supported

contractor Albert Bull’s $4500 bid

the airlines, given them a place to

for the 60x60 structure.51

land, and provided the people of

The entourage returned

their community with convenient

outside for pictures, and then the

access to the rest of the continent.

Wyoming Air Service planes left at

They had made it possible for

12:45, bound to land in Denver at

aviation to benefit the community.

3pm.52 The Border Airlines planes

It was a big moment for

were held up by high winds and a

Sheridan, and for the people who

faulty gas line, but eventually took

had prepared so long for that day, it

off at 1:45 for Billings and Great

was among the best in their lives.

Falls.
As the planes faded into dots

The crowd at the Sheridan airfield on the first day of air service, April 13, 1931. The
two Wyoming Air Service planes are on the left, and those of Border Airlines on the
far right. In the middle is Hanley Cohn’s Monoprep.
The Sheridan Press, February 2, 1931. This hangar
is still standing at the airport in the year 2006.
The Sheridan Press, March 3, 1931.
The Sheridan Press, April 5, 1931.
The Sheridan Press, April 6, 1931.
The Sheridan Press, April 12, 1931.
52 The first southbound passenger from Sheridan
for Wyoming Air Service was L.D. Griffin of
Denver, an insurance representative.
51
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Wyoming Air Service Comes of Age
1931-1937

Wyoming Air Service pilots in front of a Boeing 247-D, c. 1935. Left to Right: Hanley
Cohn Sr., Mr. Turner, Marvin Landes, Joe Leferink, Al Lucas, Sam Moser.

Following the opening of
passenger lines in 1931, Wyoming

flights were scheduled according to
passenger demand.53

Air Service faced financial struggles

The initial 1931 pilot roster

for three years. Though Wyoming’s

was as follows: The Leferink

communities loved the idea of air

brothers flew from Casper to

service, they did not always provide

Denver, with Everett Hogan serving

enough passengers to warrant daily

as the Casper relief pilot. Sam

flights, especially from Sheridan.

Moser was based in Denver and Bob

Often, there were no flights on
Sundays or holidays, and other

The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957. This is one of
the more concise histories of air service providers
to the Sheridan Airport, including Wyoming Air
Service, Inland Airlines, and Western Airlines.
53
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Garrett, manager of the Sheridan

Monomail airplanes, an oddly

Airport, flew from Sheridan to

designed craft that only saw service

Casper. The 4-seater Stinson SM8A

for a short time.55

airplanes were rotated through the
schedule so that all the maintenance
could be done in Casper.
In September of 1931, Border
During this period, Wyoming

Airlines suspended its operations
and Wyoming Air Service picked up

Air Service made efforts to

their Sheridan to Billings route. The

capitalize on its unique route

Great Falls portion of the route was

through the interior West. The

abandoned until August 1937.54

company offered sightseeing tours

The Leferinks had hoped to

when passengers were slow in

secure a government-subsidized

coming in early years. Dick

airmail contract in fall of 1931 after

Leferink must have been an

their first 6 months of operation, as

excellent guide on such trips. He

required by the Airmail Act of 1926.

wrote the following description of

Instead they operated until June

the route from Denver to Billings in

1934 before earning contract Airmail

about 1934:

Route #28 from Cheyenne to
“After departure from Denver,

Billings. With this milestone
reached, the company soon

the traveler over Wyoming Air

expanded the line from Pueblo,

Service has the rare privilege of an

Colorado to Billings, Montana and

unobstructed view of America’s

beyond.

most beautiful mountain range, ‘The
Rockies,’ which parallel the route for

Aircraft Types

more than 100 miles. Longs Peak

Four new Stinson Reliant
planes were bought for the airmail

and Mount Lady Washington are

route in 1934. These were replaced

but a few miles to the west of the

in April of 1935 by two Boeing
The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957. Wyoming Air
Service used Monomail planes NC-725W and NC1025; see Hanley Cohn section.
55

Air Show News, Billings, Montana, June 10,
1939.
54
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scenic paradise over which Wyoming
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“After traversing Salt Creek

Air Service planes fly.

Field, the south end of the Big Horn

“As we wing our way over

Mountains, famous for fishing, big

Cheyenne, one hour from Denver,

game hunting and rim of the ‘dude

we feel the spirit of the old west and

ranch country,’ looms before us.

remember this city… as the home of

This beautiful area is within reach of

the world’s greatest rodeo, Frontier

both the Atlantic and Pacific

Days.

seaboards overnight, thanks to the

“Air connections are made at

speedy present-day airplane service.

Cheyenne with United Air Lines, the

“Now Sheridan is beneath us, the

world’s largest air transport system.

heart of the dude ranch country, a

Leaving Cheyenne, we fly over some

beautiful city at the foot of the Big

of Wyoming’s vast range country

Horns. Here boots and ten-gallon

and the foothills of the Laramie Peak,

hats are the style. Flying north from

where graceful antelope and deer can

Sheridan, the route crosses lands of

be seen on nearly every trip. Far

many an Indian fight, the Big Horn

below can be seen the North Platte

River with its canyon two miles deep

River. We parallel the Oregon Trail,

to the left of the course, and famous

now nearly obliterated after 100

Custer Battlefield.

years. From covered wagons to

“We reach Billings, check our

wings seems a far cry.

watch, and discover that we have

“We arrive in Casper, operating

used only five hours’ flying time

headquarters of Wyoming Air

from Denver, 15 hours from the

Service, and renowned as the hub of

Atlantic seaboard, and 12 hours

the oil industry of the West.

from the Pacific.”56

“A few minutes after taking off
from the Casper Airport, Teapot

In summer of 1935,

Dome and Teapot Rock can be seen

Wyoming Air Service installed new

to the right on the edge of the Salt

radios in its planes, allowing two-

Creek Oilfield, famous for its forest
of derricks and as the greatest light
crude producing field in the world.

Wyoming Room Clipping File. The Sheridan
Press, unknown date c. spring 1934, “Sheridan Has
Modern and Busy Airport and Daily Air Line”
56
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way communication between pilots

Sheridan and earned a reputation as

and ground stations for the first

one of Sheridan’s most reliable air

time. Two Lockheed Lodestars

providers to this date. Jerry

were purchased that same year, and

Brooder, who once flew gliders in

by 1936, Wyoming Air Service was

Sheridan with Bob Garrett, came up

growing steadily.57 Edward S.

through Inland Airlines

Moore, a wealthy resident of Big

management and became a Vice

Horn, was one of the principal

President of Western.62 As the years

stockholders in the company.58 In

went on Western Airlines became

early 1936, a pair of Boeing 247-Ds

one of the oldest continually

came into service on the Cheyenne-

operating carriers in the country,

Billings route, and in August of

running from 1925 until its purchase

1937, the airmail route was

by Delta Airlines in 1987.

extended to Great Falls.59
In June of 1938, the corporate
name of the company was changed
to Inland Airlines to recognize its
routes in Colorado, Nebraska, and
South Dakota. During WWII, the
Army Air Corps conscripted the
Boeing 247-D planes for military
use. Mail service continued with a
single Lockheed Lodestar.60
Inland Airlines was sold to
Western Airlines on May 23, 1944,
and ceased to exist as a separate
division in April 1952.61 After WWII
Western operated DC-3 airplanes in
The Sheridan Press, February 23, 1936.
The Sheridan Press, May 29, 1935.
59 Air Show News, Billings Montana, June 10, 1939.
60 The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957.
61 Online Timetable Collection of Bjorn Larsson
and David Zekria. www.timetableimages.com

Al Lucas carried a Colorado
columbine to Cheyenne on its way to
New York to demonstrate the speed
of airmail. Denver Post, 1935.

57
58

Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957.
Sheridan Press, May 14, 1976 “Retired Western
Official Visits”
62
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April 3, 1935 was the 75th anniversary of the Pony Express overland mail
line, and another opportunity to boast of the speed of air travel. Wyoming
Air Service pilot Sam Moser is pictured taking on a package of celery for
shipment to California, cutting a “10-day gallop” into a 7-hour flight.
Denver Post.
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Airplanes could rush
patients to distant hospitals,
or provide convalescents
with a comfortable ride
home. On the far left is pilot
Kenneth Turner of Wyoming
Air Service. The plane is a
Stinson Reliant bought for
the opening of airmail route
#28 in June, 1934. Denver
Post.

Several dignitaries from the Crow Nation stand in front of a Western
Airlines plane in this advertisement for the Sheridan’s 1947 Bots Sots
Stampede Rodeo. The phrase “bots sots” means “very best” in the Crow’s
Apsaalooke language.
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Biography of Hanley Cohn
Pioneer Sheridan Pilot

Hanley Cohn Sr. was

door to Pearl’s parents.

intimately involved in the
development of Sheridan aviation
from 1928 until 1935. He trained
and barnstormed here, saw the
arrival of passenger service, worked
as the second airport manager,
delivered the first airmail, and
finally transferred to Cheyenne and
Denver when Wyoming Air Service
began to expand its operations.
There is no other character whose
life story is so closely tied to the
early years of the Sheridan Airport.
The Cohn Family
Hanley Graden Cohn was
born in Nebraska in May 29, 1904 to
George and Mary Cohn.63 In 1907
his family moved to Sheridan. He
attended schools here, and in 1924,

Hanley and Pearl on her graduation
day from Sheridan High School.

Hanley found work in the

he married Pearl Marguerite

machine shop of the Chicago,

Ekwall.64 The newlyweds took up

Burlington, and Quincy Railroad,

residence at 335 E. 4th Street, next

where both the Cohn and Ekwall
families were employed. He had a

His siblings were Byron, Charles, and Marie
Cohn. Byron Cohn married Velda McNair, whose
estate supported this history of Sheridan aviation.

keen interest in all things technical,

Pearl and Hanley started going together in high
school. She was born in Newcastle in 1904 and
moved to Sheridan as a young girl. The Ekwall
family built the house at 345 E. 4th Street, where
she grew up.

engines until early 1929.

63

64

and worked on locomotive steam
In 1926, Hanley and Pearl had
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their first son, Hanley Graden Cohn,

owner of a Lionel Electric Train, one

Jr. Their second son, Harry Dean

of the first model trains available.

Cohn, followed the next year.

In the 1930s he attended a trade

Harry was named after Hanley Sr.’s

show in Chicago and brought back a

close friend Harry DeWitte Loucks,

Schick electric razor, probably the

also an employee at the C.B. & Q.

first in Sheridan.

machine shop.65

Fred Bezold

Hanley lived at a time when

and the Lotus Theater

technology was rapidly progressing,

This interest in technological

and he was fascinated by every kind

advances probably led to Hanley’s

of new invention. He owned a

nighttime employment in the film

radio several years before Sheridan

projection booth at the Lotus

had its own station, and regularly

Theater. He was projectionist in

enjoyed tuning in to Denver radio

1928 when the first “talkie” hit the

stations (see photo).66 Hanley was

screen there. He would often perch

Hanley Cohn Sr.

also the proud

always kept up with
new developments
in technology. At
home in Sheridan
with his radio set.
c. 1928.

Harry D. Loucks’ great-uncle was John Loucks,
founder of Sheridan, and his uncle was Harry A.
Loucks, Sheridan Mayor from 1928-29 and 1932-35.
See the Sheridan County Heritage book.
66 Hanley took his radio quite seriously. It was one
of several appliances he never allowed his sons to
play with. Photo c. 1928.
65

his 2-year-old son Graden at the
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viewing window and spend the

some time around April 1929.67 All

movie chatting with Fred E. Bezold,

three men were partners and

owner of the Lotus.

owners, but Hanley was to be the

Bezold possessed a curious

35

sole pilot. The primary dealings of

mind, and quite often their

the business included purchasing

conversation turned to the many

airplanes, instructing students, and

developments of modern times.

providing joyrides and air taxi

One evening while discussing

service. The beginning of Hanley’s

recent advances in aircraft, Bezold

training coincides with the

mentioned that aviation would be

appearance of Sheridan Air

an exciting career for a young man

Transport, and in all likelihood was

to enter. As the projector rolled and

the sole reason for the company’s

the film flashed, Hanley became

existence. As Hanley’s training

quite keen on the idea. Inexorably

progressed he would become a pilot

attracted to the opportunity and

and eventually an instructor for

innovation of flying, he decided that

Sheridan Air Transport.68

aviation was his calling.

Al Lucas and Flight Training
Every flight student needs a
good instructor, and Hanley found
his mentor in Al Lucas, a veteran of

After some consideration, the
Cohn family decided the best way
for Hanley to enter aviation would
be to start their own company.
Hanley, his father George Cohn,
and a friend named Kenneth W.
Hay pooled their resources and
founded Sheridan Air Transport

WWI. Lucas was born in
Oklahoma, and by the late 1920s he
was widely recognized as one of the
region’s most experienced pilots.69
George Cohn was a grocer, and Kenneth W. Hay
was a pilot in training. There is no evidence that
Hay intended to become a commercial pilot.
68 In March 31, 1930, Mr. Hay and Hanley went to
Billings to meet the first plane of Mamer Air
Transport as it inaugurated the Spokane to
Minneapolis route. Hay wished to inquire with
Mamer officials about Sheridan Air Transport
providing service to any passengers who wished
to fly south from Billings. The Sheridan PostEnterprise.
67

69

Denver Rocky Mountain News, May 29, 1935.
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L to R: Hanley Cohn with his instructor Al Lucas and the Alexander Eaglerock Hanley
trained in. The plane’s number was C-4451, and Hanley flew in it for 74 days from May
through October 1929. Hanley used the Eaglerock to earn his Private Pilot certification.
When he began his Commercial Pilot training in October of 1929, he left it behind for a
single-wing Monoprep cabin plane.

Al Lucas in a Stinson SM8A airplane used by Wyoming Air Service 1931-1934.
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Records indicate Al Lucas worked

dual-control flying, and 50 hours of

for several different air service

solo time. The fairgrounds airfield

companies including Westover Air

was used for the majority of the

Service of Billings.70 For a time,

lessons.73

Sheridan Air Transport employed

Lucas’s rate for instruction

him as Hanley’s instructor and

was $20/hour, with the entire

senior pilot of the company.71 While

Limited Commercial course costing

conducting the flight school in

$950. A $50 check for down

Sheridan he resided at the Helvey

payment officially began Hanley’s

Hotel.72

life as a pilot. After waiting a few

Hanley Cohn signed the

weeks to receive a student permit,

contract for his first pilot training on

Hanley took his first flight with Al

April 1, 1929 at the age of 24. He

Lucas on April 22, 1929 in Sheridan.

started right off with the
coursework for his limited
commercial pilot’s license, which
was one level below the highest
rating available. The training
involved ground school, 12 hours of
Hanley’s April 1, 1929 contract with Al Lucas lists
Lucas as an instructor for Billings Air Transport.
Around October 13, 1929, Al Lucas’s name appears
in Hanley’s logbook with a company called
Westover Air Transport, of which he was chief
pilot. This company was headquartered at the
Billings Airport. At the same time, newspapers
have Lucas as chief pilot of Sheridan Air Transport
in July 1929. He probably split his time between
these companies. The last reference to Westover
Air Transport in Hanley Cohn’s logbook is dated
August 22, 1930.
70

Al Lucas had many students during his time at
Sheridan Air Transport, including Frank A.
Speakerworth, Hank Eby, Albyn Wilcox, Lawrence
Doyle, Upton Munn, O.J. Cornelius, Glenn Sabin,
and Paul Mydland. Unknown Sheridan paper, April
23, 1929. A news article dated either July 2 or July
16, 1929 says that Lucas had nine students at that
time.
71

72

The Sheridan Press, May 29, 1935.

During the following months,
Hanley flew 88 hours in 300 flights
over Sheridan and Billings,
receiving his private pilot’s license
on August 29, 1929. He spent the
next few months accumulating
hours and practicing night landings.
He was not deterred by the great
stock market crash that began on

Sheridan Air Transport used the fairgrounds
airfield even after the municipal airfield was
opened in the spring of 1930. As the manager of
the new airport, Bob Garrett had exclusive rights
to operate flight operations there.
73
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“Black Thursday” October 24, 1929.

By all accounts Hanley had

In fact, over the next three days he

discovered the perfect means of

flew 600 miles as the nation plunged

becoming the hero of every

headlong into the Great Depression.

Sheridan youngster.

By January 13, 1930 the young

Hanley took his transport

pilot had earned Limited

pilot’s test on April 9, 1930, just less

Commercial designation and the

than a year after his first flight. By

right to carry passengers. He

that time he had logged 832 flights

immediately began flying for hire,

for 239 hours in the air, and a total

mostly in and around Sheridan. Al

distance flown of 17,421 miles. His

Lucas signed Hanley’s logbook to

pilot’s logbook shows that in his

certify all of these milestones.

first year flying he landed at places

Airplane Rides For
Sheridan Kids
In March of 1930 Hanley spent

like the fairgrounds, Kearney,
Buffalo, Arvada, Dayton,
Ranchester, Wyola, Lodge Grass,

several days flying sightseeing tours

Hardin, Billings, Miles City,

above Sheridan. Many of his

Moorcroft, Sundance, and Casper.

customers were schoolboys who

The same month he earned his

had scraped together a few dollars

Transport license Hanley had a new

to pay for a thrill ride on a Saturday

place to land: the new Sheridan

afternoon.74 A crowd of excited

Municipal Airfield had recently

young faces would gather at the

been purchased by the city.

dusty edge of the fairgrounds

With a solid year of training

airfield and eagerly watch every

under his belt, Hanley became a

swoop of the airplane. The

full-fledged employee of Sheridan

exhilaration of flying above the city

Air Transport and began offering a

was worth the wait. Some days

sightseeing tours, air taxi service,

Hanley made as many as 20 flights

and instruction—but for most of his

for a distance covered of 400 miles.

first few months he simply went
barnstorming. Hanley received his

Unknown Sheridan newspaper, Monday, March
10, 1930, “Many People Are Seeing Sheridan From
High in Air: Sheridan Air Transport Company is
Being Kept Busy.”
74

transport license on April 10, and
flew 29 out of the next 30 days.
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Crash at Cody
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at too low an altitude to recover. He
nearly went down in a large lake,
but managed to stay aloft so that
when the front end nosed over it
smashed upon dry land.76
Hanley’s safety belt broke
upon impact, launching him face-

Hanley registered his
Monoprep airplane with the State of
Wyoming on May 8 , 1930. He had
th

regularly flown it unlicensed since
September of the previous year.
The craft had a 32-foot wingspan, a
five-cylinder 60 horsepower engine,
and carried 545-pound payload.
Two days later he flew the
Monoprep to Cody for a weekend
air circus sponsored by Westover
Air Transport of Billings. The fee
for passengers was “a penny a
pound,” the same charge asked at a
similar Westover show in Sheridan
the week earlier. Hanley’s good
friend Harry D. Loucks came along
to Cody as a passenger.75
Upon taking off for a trial run
the next morning, Hanley pulled up
too quickly and stalled the aircraft

Unknown Sheridan newspaper, May 12, 1930,
“Hanley Cohn Hurt in Airplane Crash-Sheridan
Man is Injured as Ship Plunges.”
75

first through the celluloid
windscreen.77 As a result, he
sustained an injured shoulder,
broken wrist, and numerous cuts
and bruises on his head and face.
Hanley’s parents were
immediately notified of the crash.
Al Lucas, flying for Westover Air
Transport at that time, flew directly
over the Big Horn Mountains to
rush Pearl Cohn and Hanley’s
mother Mary to the pilot’s side.
As Hanley sat in his hospital
bed in the company of his wife and
mother, he could not have helped
but think of his two young sons and
reflect on the hazards of his chosen
occupation. At the same time, he
had grown to truly love his life as a
pilot. He was hooked. There was
Associated Press article, unknown newspaper,
April 12, 1930, “Flyer is Injured in Airplane
Crash.”
The author speculates that the “large lake” was Beck
Lake, a pond located south across Highway 14 from the
present-day Yellowstone Regional Airport in Cody.
77Unknown Sheridan newspaper, May 12, 1930,
“Hanley Cohn Hurt As Plane Crashes at Cody.”
76
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Monoprep NC-8990. Licensed May 8; crashed in Cody May 11, 1930.
Heart Mountain is visible in the background of the bottom photo.
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no other job for him, and no turning
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Barnstorming On the

back.

Northern Plains
The Monoprep’s motor was

Hanley recovered quickly, and

found to be salvageable, and George

throughout the summer of 1930 he

Cohn vowed Sheridan Air

flew all over Montana, South

Transport would replace the plane

Dakota, and Nebraska in the

as soon as possible. When Hanley’s

manner of the 1920s era

recovery was ensured, Al Lucas

barnstormers.80 Wherever he

flew Mary and Pearl Cohn back to

landed he would set about finding

Sheridan via Big Horn Canyon to

passengers who would pay for a

avoid a storm and clouds over the

ride or an extended trip. On

mountains.78

Independence Day 1930 he

Hanley got behind the

barnstormed in Livingston,

controls of a borrowed plane on

Montana and gave flights to 25

May 19—just 8 days after the

paying passengers.

accident—with his fractured ankle

On July 28, 1930 Hanley went

still healing.79 He spent the day

to Moline, Illinois to pick up a new

receiving a lesson, probably

Monoprep airplane to replace the

learning to avoid a repeat of his

one he’d crashed in Cody. The new

recent mistake. Hanley’s logbook

plane’s number is recorded in his

does not indicate any doubts or lack

logbook as NC-138k. On August 8

of confidence: For the rest of May

Hanley started flying his new plane

until July 11 he missed only one day

back home via Iowa City and

of flying.

Plattsmouth, Nebraska. He
barnstormed for two days in
Plattsmouth while staying at the
home of Byron and Velda Cohn, his
Here are some of the towns Hanley visited in
May-August 1930: Moorcroft, Newcastle, Hardin,
Billings, Cody, Big Timber, Livingston, Bozeman,
Three Forks, Sheridan, Dayton, Lodge Grass,
Wyola, Absarokee (MT), Thermopolis, Miles City,
Terry, Sheep Mountain, Glendive, Forsyth, Red
Lodge, Wolf Point, and Cowley. He must have
learned a good deal of geography!
80

78

Unknown Sheridan newspaper, May 12, 1930.

The loaner plane was NC-10121. He flew plane
number C-8280 for the next few months until
Sheridan Air Transport purchased plane NC-138K
in August 1930.
79
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Hanley in Monoprep no. 8990, before crashing at Cody.

brother and sister-in-law. On the

apparently made himself quite a

11th of August he flew 835 miles

reputation in Plattsmouth—one day

back to the Fairgrounds Airfield in

he took 42 passengers on joyrides.

Sheridan. The 1125-miles from

He most certainly earned enough to

Moline to Sheridan were made in 12

pay for gasoline on that day!

hours and 20 minutes of flying time,

When Hanley was not flying

averaging just over 90 miles an

at Plattsmouth, Scottsbluff, Sidney,

hour.

Omaha, Ogallala, or places in
On September 19, 1930 Hanley

Montana, he spent his time giving

returned to Plattsmouth, where

lessons with Sheridan Air

Byron and Velda Cohn ran a

Transport. He had 6 or 7 students

restaurant. He announced his

he was teaching in Sheridan from

arrival by flowing low and

September through November.

“buzzing” the business. Byron and

In February of 1931 Hanley

Velda heard the noise, got in their

and Bob Garrett offered a free

car, and drove around nearby fields

aviation ground school at the city

until they found the place where

hall. Hanley assembled an aircraft

their barnstormer had landed. He

motor in the council chambers,

Aviation Pioneers of Sheridan, Wyoming

while Garrett described the
development of aircraft types for all
those interested. The National
Aeronautic Association sponsored
such lectures for the benefit of the
public around the same time that
Joe Leferink announced his plans to
bring Wyoming Air Service to
Sheridan.81 About 50 people
attended the first ground school
lecture, producing a new group of
aviation enthusiasts to welcome the
opening of the passenger route to
Sheridan on April 12, 1931.

Hanley at the fairgrounds airfield before crashing his first Monoprep, no. NC-8890.
Location is identified by the building, fence, and hills in background. c. 1930.

81

The Sheridan Press, February 8, 1931.
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Hanley Cohn with his Monoprep at first hangar built at the Sheridan Municipal
Airport. The roof of the hangar is painted with the words, “SHERIDAN EL. 4000 FT.”
Built in 1931 near the intersection of the present runways, this original hangar was
later dismantled and moved to its current location near the parking lot where the roof
was placed atop a new brick and block structure. The Sheridan Press, Jan. 18, 1974.

Airport Manager
Sometime in the fall of 1931,

lessons. From 1931 through the
spring of 1933, Hanley flew his own

Bob Garrett left the manager’s

airplane almost exclusively and

position at the Sheridan Airport and

continued providing air taxi service

resigned from his job as pilot for

around the region. The Wyoming

Wyoming Air Service. He went to

Air Service route didn’t demand

Cheyenne to work for Boeing Air

much of his time at all until May

Service for a few years.82

1933, when he started regularly

Hanley Cohn took over the

flying their aircraft from between

airport manager vacancy. With his

Billings and Casper.83 Although the

new position, he had access to the

work wasn’t steady at first, the job

municipal field for teaching flight

did provide a new home for his
family and a place to house his

The Sheridan Press article, no date, fall of 1931.
Bob Garret had been stationed in Sheridan to fly to
Casper and Billings, but left when he saw that
business was slow. Wyoming Air Service hired
him back once the company started to grow. He
was still with Wyoming Air Service in 1937 when
the company changed its name to Inland Airlines.
82

airplane.
Information from Hanley’s logbooks. It is
possible that Wyoming Air Service didn’t employ
Hanley until 1933.
83
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Living at the Airport
The city’s new hangar
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were out and they would inevitably
fly up into the aircraft.”

(previous page) was completed in
the summer of 1931. It measured 60

The Cohns lived in the

feet square, had tile walls and a

airport’s hangar through the winter

corrugated metal roof, and cost

of 1931-32, and discovered that

about $4500. A large set of doors

while the metal roof kept the

opened to the airfield on the south.

weather off the planes, the

The southwest corner was walled

apartment was uncomfortably

off for the airport office. In the

drafty. So, in the spring of 1932 the

northwest corner was a small two-

city fixed up Bob Garrett’s old

room apartment with a loft that

residence and moved it from its

served as the new accommodations

original location east of the hangar

for the airport manager. When the

to a new location on the north of the

Cohn family moved into the hangar,

building. A cistern was installed for

the old manager’s residence was left

the family’s drinking water.

vacant. Hanley, Jr. was around 5

Hanley, Jr. recalls:

years old when they moved to the

“The spring we moved into

airport, and has some entertaining

the house we were having one of our

memories about the experience:

typical Wyoming thunderstorms.

“During the summer we were

We were sitting there listening to

always looking forward to a pheasant

the radio at about 6 or 7 in the

dinner. It was quite common for

evening. Lightning struck the

Dad to have a pheasant fly into the

electric pole out in front, and then it

propeller while taking off. Of course

ricocheted off, broke up, came in

he would have to stop and check

through the front screen door, hit the

everything on the propeller, take the

telephone on the wall, and then went

pheasant out of the cowling to the

out the back door through the

motor, bring it back and give it to

window there. It was quite a thing.

mom saying, ‘Well, we got pheasant

I don’t ever want to get any closer

for supper.’ We always looked

than that—it sure took the telephone

forward to that, when the pheasants

off the wall!
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“That was in the evening, so

refueling a Ford Tri-motor at a

Dad drove downtown. He had some

Sheridan air show. The Ford’s three

friends with the telephone company,

engines made it quite a gas-guzzler,

but we couldn’t call them because

so the boys were busy working the

our telephone didn’t work. So dad

hand pump all day. When the boys

went and asked them to come up

finally got a spare moment at the

tomorrow morning and restore the

end of the day the pilot said he

telephone system up at the airport.”

couldn’t be bothered to give them a

When Hanley, Jr. and his

ride.

brother Harry weren’t at school,
they were at the center of the action
at the airport. One time Hanley, Jr.
and his brother were responsible for

Refueling at Ford Tri-motor at the National Air Tour air show in Sheridan, Sept. 20, 1930.
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Hanley’s Adventures
The airport manager’s
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They flew to St. George, Utah were
they were held up by fog for a day

schedule must have been quite

until they could continue to Salt

open, because Hanley found time

Lake City. Mail and transport

on the side for a number of aviation

planes were also stalled by the low

adventures, many of which were

visibility. They returned safely to

recorded in local newspapers.

Sheridan on December 13, 1931.84

He took off for the west coast

Not long afterwards, Hanley

on December 2, 1931, bound for Los

teamed up with Fred Bezold to

Angeles with his old friend Fred

promote the Lotus Theater’s

Bezold—once Hanley’s boss at the

showing of the film “Hell Divers,”

Lotus Theater, now his flight

an aviation thriller starring Clark

student. Their route to California

Gable. On Sunday, February 28,

crossed as few mountains as

1932, Hanley loaded the passenger

possible because Hanley’s engine

seat of his blue and red Monoprep

didn’t have much power to spare at

with hundreds of advertisements

high elevation. From Sheridan they

for the Big Horn Mountains edition

flew to Cheyenne, then turned west

of The Sheridan Press. Tucked inside

and followed the Union Pacific

some of the pamphlets were 100 free

railway to Salt Lake City. On

tickets to see “Hell Divers.”

December 3rd they flew from Salt

Hanley took off from the

Lake, probably went over the Grand

airfield, circled above Sheridan to

Canyon and Las Vegas, and ended

drop a few of the handbills, and

the day at Barstow, California in the

then turned north for the mining

Central Valley.

towns on Tongue River. After

They arrived in Los Angeles

raining down a storm of pamphlets

the following day, where Bezold

over the company towns of Dietz,

stayed while Hanley went on to

Acme, Kleenburn, and Monarch, he

Long Beach to visit friends and

flew up Little Goose Creek to the

family and teach a student or two.

base of the mountains, where he

On the return trip Fred Bezold was
at the controls most of the time.

84

Unknown Sheridan Newspaper, c. Dec. 14, 1931.
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scattered the last of the pamphlets

paper. It was believed to be the first

to the eager readers of Big Horn.

flight made for the coverage of a

We can only imagine how

high school football game in

sensational this promotion must

Wyoming.86

have seemed to the more

Flying in the Big Horn

“grounded” residents of Sheridan

Mountains was not common at that

County at that time.85

time, so it was a newsworthy event

Another exciting trip for

when Hanley decided to try to make

Hanley involved flying a reporter to

a landing at Spear O’ Wigwam dude

Casper to cover the Sheridan High

ranch off Red Grade Road on June

School football game on Saturday,

29, 1932. He went up the day before

October 24, 1931. The sports writer

and took a horseback ride with a

wrote play-by-play notes at the

Mrs. Johnson (perhaps Jessamyn

game, and after the final whistle

Spear Johnson) looking over the

rushed to the airport via a police

mountain parks for a suitable

escort provided by Casper’s Mayor

landing site. After several hours in

E.W. Rowell. Hanley took off for

a hard saddle, he made up his mind

the return flight and a race against

to return only if by airplane. He

the darkness and cold ensued. The

settled on Spear Park for his airstrip,

reporter pecked away at his

and the next morning the breakfast

portable typewriter in the passenger

crowd of dudes paraded out from

seat, but his fingers couldn’t bear

the ranch with a white sheet tied to

the chilly air stream rushing into

a stick to indicate the wind

Monoprep’s open cockpit. Forty-

direction. With the big banner

five minutes into the trip bitter cold

waving, one writer said they looked

forced the writer to abandon his

like, “an army of crusaders

task. They touched down in

marching on to victory.”

Sheridan after an hour and a half,

Hanley’s blue and red

and the reporter had the pleasure of

airplane soon appeared over the

printing the news in the next day’s

pines and nearly touched down,

This is reminiscent of Estella Loucks Lupton’s
WWI airdrop story on pages 5-6. See: Sheridan
County Heritage, p. 631-32.

86
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Unknown Sheridan Newspaper, October 25,
1931.
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pulling up at the last second and

result of his sightseeing tours above

disappearing towards Sheridan.

town.

The disappointed dudes called the

The idea for the cartoon

airport later that day and

decoration came from two 16mm

discovered that Hanley had sensed

Mickey Mouse films Hanley gave to

a powerful current of wind forcing

his sons in the early 1930s. In the

his ship down over Spear Park. The

days before television, having access

downdraft would have made a

to such films would have been a

dangerously hard landing had he

rare thing. Hanley probably

attempted it. Hanley decided not to

enjoyed his radio, his electric razor,

take the risk and fly another day.

and his airplane as much as the new

Since then, landings have been

animated cartoons. No matter what

made at Spear O’ Wigwam.

it was, he was ahead of the times.

Someone even went to the trouble of
installing a windsock in the middle
of the park so the dudes can leave
the sheets on their beds.87
The Mickey Mouse Plane
During his years as airport
manager Hanley had a local artist
paint the image of Mickey Mouse on
the tail of his blue and red
Monoprep so his sons could
recognize the plane.88 Soon many
local kids learned to spot the
Mickey Mouse plane, especially
those who idolized Hanley as the

Mickey Mouse drawing on the tail of
Hanley’s Monoprep NC-138k. Two
young aviation enthusiasts, probably
Harry and Hanley, Jr., can be seen at
back left.

Unknown Sheridan newspaper, “Dude News:
Spear O’ Wigwam Camp is enjoying Pleasant
Summer.” C. June 30, 1932.
87

Hanley, Jr. thinks the artist might have been
Bernard Thomas, who was already using his talent
as a junior high/high school student in the early
1930s. This has not been confirmed.
88
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The First Airmail in Sheridan

to 78 minutes in the older model.89

June 20, 1934
In June 1934 Wyoming Air

The inaugural trip over the
new routes took place on June 20,

Service made a successful bid for

1934. Hanley, who had been flying

Airmail Route #28 from Denver to

for Wyoming Air Service for more

Billings, and Route 17 from

than a year at that point, served as

Cheyenne to Pueblo, Colorado.

the pilot for the northbound mail

With these government contracts

from Cheyenne. Followed by a

secured, flying a daily schedule

second plane piloted by Dick

could be profitable for the company

Leferink, they made the 160 miles

even if they didn’t sell many

from Cheyenne to Casper in 85

passenger tickets.

minutes.90 After greeting the

The news inspired a fresh

citizens there and exchanging

round of investment in the

mailbags, the two planes took to the

company, allowing the purchase of

air and flew through two rainstorms

a new fleet of six Stinson Reliant

coming north along the Bighorns.

planes. A little larger than the
Stinson SM8A, the Reliant could
make the 140 mile trip from Casper

This translates to a cruising speed of 140 mph in
the Reliant, and 107 mph for the SM8A. The
Sheridan Press, April 13, 1931, June 20, 1934.

to Sheridan in an hour, as compared

90

89

The Sheridan Press, June 20, 1934. “Airmail
Service Here Inaugurated.”
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Meanwhile, streams of

followed soon thereafter by Dick

automobiles were lining up at the

Leferink’s plane.91 As soon as the

Sheridan Airport for the gala

green and white planes had taxied

occasion. A great deal of the

to a stop, a group of city officials

enthusiasm had been encouraged by

and members of the National

the post office, which printed a

Aeronautical Association stepped

special commemorative stamp on

up for the official greeting. Pictures

each outgoing piece of airmail (see

were taken and big smiles were

previous page). The design was

showing all around. George Scales,

taken from the well-known rodeo

one of the biggest supporters of

poster painted by the artist Bill

aviation in Sheridan, was there for

Gollings. As a result of this

the occasion.92 Dick Leferink was

souvenir stamp, postmaster J.C.

overheard saying happily, “Boy,

Jackson counted 2,426 pieces of

this is what we’ve been waiting for

airmail to be sent out. A large

for a long time.”

number of those stamp-collectors

One of the officials in the

showed up at the airport to watch

crowd was Robert S. Brauer,

the airmail planes come in.

superintendent of airmail for the

Pearl Cohn, Harry, and

region between Pennsylvania and

Hanley, Jr. walked over from their

the Rockies. Upon seeing

house behind the hangar and joined

Sheridan’s 200-acre airfield, he

the big crowd scanning the sky for
the planes. A Sheridan Press writer
noted that:
“As [Hanley Cohn’s] plane sped
into view from the southeast, his
little boy danced excitedly in front of
the hangar and shouted: ‘Here comes
my Daddy!’”
Hanley swooped down onto
the field at 11:55 am, a half hour
ahead of schedule, and was

The Sheridan Press, June 20, 1934. “Airmail
Service Here Inaugurated.” The Sheridan Press,
June 20, 1939.
91

Passengers in Hanley’s plane were: V. W. Mokler,
Casper postmaster; Berlin Boyd, Sec. of the Casper
Chamber of Commerce.
Leferink’s passengers were: Casper Mayor Frank
Cowan; William Utzinger, chairman of the aviation
committee of the Casper Chamber of Commerce;
and Marvin Landes, asst. general manager of
Wyoming Air Service.
George Scales was on the Aviation Committee of
the newly organized Chamber of Commerce, along
with Mayor Loucks, L.L MacBride, and Will G.
Metz. Officers of the National Aeronautic
Association at that time were W.K. Cole, Albyn A.
Wilcox, E.C. Gwillim, Oliver Wallop, and Scales.
92
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commented,

the trip to Montana. Soon after he

”I hadn’t expected to see a

took off, Al Lucas’s plane came into

modern airport like this with fine

view from the north, carrying mail

runways. Any type of plane can

from Billings. A large crowd had

land here, and I can say if we had

stayed around to see Lucas’s

airport facilities everywhere as we

arrival—he was making the first

have here, we would be perfectly

southbound trip on the route. Since

satisfied.”93

Lucas was carrying no passengers,
he paused for only a few minutes
upon landing. He exchanged
mailbags, refueled, signed the
necessary papers, and then roared
off past the mountains on his way to
Casper and Cheyenne.
As the crowd gathered up to
leave, the writer from The Sheridan
Press looked to the south end of the
airport and noticed,
“...a number of four-horse teams
were working to complete the
leveling of the field. They served to
symbolize the transportation system

Hanley Cohn Sr. with a bag of airmail
after the first flight through Sheridan.
The community generated 5 mailbags
weighing 36 pounds for the dispatch to
Billings, and 18 pounds for the plane
going south to Cheyenne.
Billings Gazette, June 20, 1934.

Meanwhile, Hanley Cohn was
busy loading his plane with mail for

that first brought the mail to
Sheridan when the regular mail
service was established.
“The plodding horses were in
strange contrast to the gleaming
fleet of man-made birds which whisk
the mail between the same points in
minutes where days were required
before. It is a far cry from the first

The Sheridan Press, June 20, 1934. “Airmail
Service Here Inaugurated.”
93

stagecoach that rolled into Sheridan
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over 50 years ago to the two planes

soon be moving to Denver.

that arrived at Municipal Airport

Wyoming Air Service was

today.”94

relocating its base of operations

53

from Casper to Denver in order to
The opening of the airmail

more practically operate the line,

route brought big changes for the

which now stretched from Billings

Cohn family. In the mail bag

all the way to Pueblo, Colorado.

Hanley flew up from Cheyenne was

With Hanley now flying as a

a letter for his wife Pearl. The

regular airmail pilot, Wyoming Air

envelope bore Cheyenne’s

Service had sent a man named H.C.

inaugural airmail stamp, and inside

Holloway to take his place as their
agent at Sheridan. A local man
named Kenneth Brown had been
managing the airport facilities in
Hanley’s absence for some time
prior to that.
Hanley, Jr. had a bout with
appendicitis that kept the family
from moving to Denver until late in
the summer. They then found an
apartment to rent just a few blocks
away from Stapleton Airport. After
a few months Wyoming Air Service
asked them to move to Cheyenne.
They lived there for four months
before returning again to Denver,
remaining there until October 1935.

was news that the Cohns would
The Sheridan Press, June 20, 1934. “Airmail
Service Here Inaugurated.”
94
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Hanley Cohn Sr. touching down with the first airmail shipment into Sheridan on June
20, 1934. The Wyoming State Girl’s School is visible in the background.

Unidentified Sheridan officials, passengers, and Wyoming Air Service employees in
front of the Stinson Reliant Hanley Cohn piloted on the first airmail run to Sheridan.
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Challenges for Pilots
Though Hanley had witnessed

55

Storms were often
problematical when flying along the

significant advancements in

foothills of the Big Horn Mountains.

aviation since the beginning of his

The high peaks of the range caused

barnstorming days, the sky was not

turbulent systems to develop and

fully conquered by any means. He

flow down over the eastern slopes

had to recognize the dangers of

onto the plains. The only safe

flying through the high elevations,

option for pilots of small planes was

stormy weather, and wind currents

to avoid flying into weather

of the Rockies. The aborted landing

whenever possible. Before there

at Spear Camp is a case in point.

were accurate forecasts, Wyoming

The thin air in the mountains

Air Service required its pilots to

posed a major challenge to flyers

report the weather along each route

because it reduced the amount of lift

they flew. By 1934, the Department

that wings could provide. For this

of Commerce had begun

reason, commercial passenger

broadcasting weather reports five

flights were made exclusively over

times an hour on all routes going

the plains. Hanley, Jr. recalls that

through Cheyenne.95

thin air kept one of his Dad’s
lifetime goals out of reach:

In one instance, Hanley was
flying the mail plane south from

“We never crossed the mountains

Billings on a snowy day.96 He saw

and one of Dad’s greatest hopes was

dark storm clouds to the south over

to have a plane that could take him

Sheridan and made the decision to

over Cloud Peak. I guess it was so

land at Lodge Grass. From there he

high you would need oxygen.

hitchhiked to Sheridan with his sack

“At one point Wyoming Air

of mail so that it would be delivered

Service brought in the Monomail

on schedule. The next day he

plane with a pressurized cabin. That

hitchhiked back to Montana to

was great, but because the route was
north and south between Sheridan
and Denver he never got to fly over

Department of Commerce Weather Broadcast
Schedules, March 7, 1934, Hanley Cohn Collection,
Sheridan County Museum.

the mountains.”

96

95

Hanley Cohn Logbook, December 30, 1934.
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retrieve his plane.
Navigation presented another

Glendo on May 27, 1935.97 While
flying the Billings-Cheyenne route

challenge to pilots in Hanley’s day.

in a brand-new Monomail plane, he

On a sunny day with good

dropped down below heavy fog so

visibility, Wyoming’s many land

he could navigate by the roads. An

features made it easy for pilots to

almost complete lack of visibility

find their way. Man-made

kept him from knowing how close

landmarks like train tracks served

to the ground he was, and he had

as an invaluable guide because they

just climbed over one hill when he

always ended up in the larger cities,

crashed into another about ½ mile

leaving no question as to where the

east of the Casper-Cheyenne

pilot was going.

highway. When Lucas didn’t report

But in fog or at night, flying

by radio to the Cheyenne airport, a

became a treacherous affair. In

search was organized and farmers

order to be perfectly safe, a pilot

in the area spent the night looking

would have to fly high to avoid

for the downed plane. About 5 am

hitting mountains. At the same

the next morning a man named

time, flying above cloud cover made

Early Webb and his two sons

it impossible to visually locate one’s

discovered the crash site and

chosen destination. So the strategy

immediately notified airport

for navigating in fog involved flying

officials.

as low to the ground as possible, a

It so happened that Dick

dangerous proposition in

Leferink and his assistant general

Wyoming’s hilly landscape. Peaks

manager Marvin Landes had been

that once served as useful

scheduled to fly with Lucas from

landmarks became invisible

Casper to Cheyenne on the day of

obstacles jutting up directly in the

the crash to complete the purchase

path of aircraft.

of the Monomail plane. When

It was just such a situation in
which Al Lucas lost his life near

conditions looked unfavorable,
Leferink and Landes decided to
The crash site was about 13 miles south of
Glendo. Denver Rocky Mountain News, May 29,
1935. Lucas was flying Monomail no. NC-725W.
97
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drive to Cheyenne, leaving

Legion taking part in the rites. His

instructions for Lucas not to

widow was Anna Siegowski, a

continue south from Casper unless

woman he had met in Sheridan

visibility improved. Lucas was one

while serving as Hanley Cohn’s

of Wyoming Air Service’s most

flight instructor.99
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experienced and conservative pilots
with over 5,000 hours in the air and

Until the invention of certain

not a single “crack-up” to his name.

navigational aids, flying at night

The fog lifted as he came into

was nearly as dangerous as flying in

Casper, and he decided to take the

fog. Many of the runways in the

mail all the way to Cheyenne.

early years had no landing lights,

Upon news of the crash on the

making it a difficult proposition to

morning of May 28, Dick Leferink

locate an airfield. So whenever

had the duty of seeing that the mail

possible, pilots didn’t fly after dark.

went through. He drove toward

In emergency situations neighbors

Glendo and found the wreck, a

close to airfields were called upon to

hillside marred with twisted metal.

drive up and shine their headlights

Up on the windy hilltop, among the

on the runway. The Sheridan

wreckage of his friend’s plane, Dick

Airport had no ground lighting

Leferink stooped to gather up as

until Department of Defense

many scattered pieces of mail as he

contracts were awarded in the mid

could. Returning to his car in a

1940s.100

daze, he and a postal clerk rushed

Luckily, a radio range system

the mail the rest of the way to

was developed that resolved many

Cheyenne.98

of the difficulties of flying at night.

Department of Commerce

Hanley, Jr. explains:

officials conducted a full
The Sheridan Press, June 1, 1935.

investigation of the crash. Lucas

99

was buried in Billings on Friday

100

May 31, 1935, with the American
98

The Sheridan Press, May 29, 1935.

Jerry Brooder, Sheridan native and one-time VP
of Inland and Western Airlines says that Bob
Garrett flew a B-24 into Sheridan during WWII
and got the plane stuck in the muddy runway. As
a result he used his clout to get the military to
improve the airport’s runway and lighting as part
of the war effort. The Sheridan Press, January 9,
1974.
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“Once we put up the hangar

This was soon after Wyoming Air

we had a beacon installed because

Service purchased its two Boeing

Sheridan wanted to be licensed as

Monomail planes. He was up in

a commercial airport. The pilots

Sheridan visiting his grandparents

had an earphone system that they

for the weekend when,

used to follow a directional radio

“There was a vacancy on the

beacon. A beeping sound told if

plane to Denver. Dad was the pilot.

you were on course or off course,

The door to get into the cabin was

if you were right or left or going

towards the rear of the plane. This

in the right direction.”

heavyset woman was one of the

The radio range beacon system

passengers and she insisted that she

helped pilots locate airfields, gave

take the seat right next to the door so

them a good idea of were they were

she could get out immediately in

in the air, and gave some assurance

case it crashed. Dad, without

that they wouldn’t hit any

thinking too much, said that was

mountains on routes that were well-

okay. I liked to sit up by the wings

known. The Department of

so I was clear up there.

Commerce listed Cheyenne’s Morse

“Dad was in his own cabin

code radio range signal as “- - ·” in a

completely separate from the

pamphlet dated March 7, 1934.101

passengers up above in the middle of

Even when the sun was

the plane. We taxied down to the

shining, the weather was good, and

west end of the runway and made a

the route crossed no mountain

run. We went down that way and

ranges, pilots still faced difficulties.

we didn’t take off, so he turned

Sometimes, early planes like the

around and tried it the other way

Stinsons or the Monomail just didn’t

and we stayed right there, didn’t go

have enough power to do the job.

anywhere. Finally he brought the

Hanley, Jr. recalls just such a

plane back to the hangar. Then he

situation, which occurred after his

climbed down from his little cabin

family moved to Denver in 1935.

up on top, opened the hatch and said,
“lady, will you please move to the

Hanley Cohn Collection, Sheridan County
Museum.
101

front of the aircraft over the wings.
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”She didn’t like that at all, the
idea that she had to go forward over

to the arrival of superior technology
with as much anticipation as ever.

the wings, and the reason was
because of her weight. Dad had to
shift the weight of the aircraft so it
wouldn’t be tail heavy. And that
worked. We got to Denver, which
was great. But that woman was
very, very mortified and upset that
she had to move if they wanted to
take off.”102
With situations like this to deal
with, Hanley Cohn looked forward

Early day pilots had to be mechanics
too. This group of flyers is
overhauling an engine, probably at
Wardwell Field in Casper.

The Boeing Monomail 221 bridged the gap between open-cockpit planes and cabin
planes. While the pilot’s cockpit on top was open to the air and isolated from the
passengers, the plane also had a retractable landing gear, and the low, all-metal,
cantilever wing design that became standard on most planes produced thereafter.
Wyoming Air Service used the Monomail planes for about a year starting in March of
1935 (the plane shown here belonged to another company). They were replaced early in
1936 by the twin-engine Boeing 247-D, which was used first from Denver to Cheyenne
and then on all routes. The plane on the cover of this booklet is a Boeing 247-D. Al
Lucas crashed in a Monomail on May 27, 1935.
Air Show News, Billings Montana, June 10, 1939.
www.boeing.com/history/boeing/monomail.html
www.centennialofflight.gov/essay/Aerospace/Boeing's_Metal_Planes/Aero18.htm
This story took place on Monomail plane no.
NC-1025 several months after Al Lucas crashed its
sister ship, Monomail no. NC-725W.
102
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The Crash at Cheyenne

didn’t have de-icers. They found out

In the fall of 1935, Wyoming

from this that you better have de-

Air Service decided to replace the

icers for pressurized high-altitude

Monomail with the 10-passenger,

planes.

twin-engine Boeing 247-D between

They just about made it back to

Cheyenne and Denver. The 247-D

the airport but it still had too much

had a large, pressurized cabin, a

weight. They had freezing on the

cockpit located in the nose of the

wings, which prevented the ailerons

fuselage for excellent visibility, and

and the rudder from working. They

plenty of power. In short, it was a

crashed into the hillside just

real advancement.

southeast of the airport at Cheyenne.

On October 30, 1935, Hanley

That ended my dad’s life. We left

had his first opportunity to fly in a

Denver and came back to Sheridan

247-D. Being who he was, he

where my grandparents were.”

jumped at the chance. Hanley, Jr.
recalls it this way:
“Dad had just come into

There were several dozen
eyewitnesses to the crash including

Cheyenne. He was staying there

two highway patrolmen who

until he got a flight to Denver—it

reported seeing and hearing the gas

was just an hour away. He was

tanks explode.103 The plane went

waiting at the coffee shop there. A

down at 7:40 pm, and minutes later

pilot named Marion Arnold came in

several thousand curious onlookers

from United Airlines; he had just

had driven their cars to the site,

brought in a new two-engine

making it difficult for ambulances

pressurized plane. He was a friend

and fire trucks to reach the scene.

of Dad’s and asked him if he wanted

Officials had to hold the crowd back

to go on a test flight. Of course, one

so that firemen could put out the

pilot asking another on a test flight,

fire. Photographs of the crash site

he couldn’t turn it down.

show cars lined up behind wreckage

It was a cold day with a few
flakes of snow. They went too high
and ice formed on the wings. They

The officers were Capt. George Smith and
Gerald Morris. Upon arriving they pulled the
bodies out of the wreckage. The sound of the
explosion was reportedly heard 6 miles away.
103
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strewn across the snow-covered

stating that Cohn boarded the plane

prairie. The four casualties brought

at the request of United Airlines,

the number of air-related fatalities

and that her husband’s death had

in Wyoming to 23 for the year

cost her family dearly.106 She

1935.104

eventually won the suit, and used

The next day the temperature

the money to purchase a home for

had dropped to zero, and bonfires

her family at 1150 Emerson in

had to be lit to warm the crew

Sheridan. Two years later she

inspecting the crash site for clues as

married David Madison, whom

to the cause of the accident. Not

Hanley, Jr. described as a wonderful

long afterwards, the Department of

stepfather.

Commerce released a report of the

Remembering A True Aviator

investigation, which declared:
“…the probable cause of the

The day after the tragic crash
Fred Bezold, Hanley’s old mentor

accident was poor judgment on the

from the Lotus Theater, was quoted

part of the pilot for executing an

in The Sheridan Press saying,

abrupt maneuver with insufficient

“I am shocked to hear the sad

altitude for safety, and failure of

news regarding my friend,

the pilot to maintain proper

Hanley Cohn, with whom I have

control of the aircraft during this

flown on numerous trips across

maneuver.105”

this western country.

About a year later, Pearl Cohn

“I considered him one of the

filed a suit against United Airlines,

best pilots in the West, due to the
fact that he received his training

104

in the barnstorming days, under

Lincoln Star, October 31, 1935.

conditions that were not the most

Victims of the crash were Hanley Cohn, 31; Marion
Arnold, 35, chief of United Airlines test pilots at
Cheyenne; Edward Yantis, 28, United Airlines
instrument technician; and Harold Kaufman, 21,
apprentice instrument technician for United.

favorable and when success was
obtained only under the most
difficult methods.

Just weeks earlier, on October 7, 1935, a dozen
people perished on another United Airlines flight
near Cheyenne.
The Sheridan Press, no date, November 1935.
“Pilot Blamed in Cohn Crash Near Cheyenne in
which Four Killed.”

“I would not hesitate to go

105

106

The Sheridan Press, Sept. 6, 1936.
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anywhere with Hanley Cohn. I

“Hanley was a true aviator,

have never seen a more

flying not for fame or money

conscientious pilot, and likewise,

connected with it, but for love of

have never seen him take any

the profession.”107

unnecessary chances during the
many times I have traveled with
him.
“Aviation cannot well afford

It had been Hanley’s
expressed wish to die in a plane.
Shortly after Al Lucas was killed,

to lose pilots of his caliber when

airport attendants heard Hanley

air travel is opening a new era in

say, “When my time comes I want

transportation. I cannot help but

to go that way.”108 He will be

think that had Hanley been at the

remembered as a man who lived

controls, this accident might

and died in relentless pursuit of his

have been averted.

passion, a pioneer to the end.

107
108

The Sheridan Press, October 31, 1935.
Unknown Denver newspaper, October 31, 1935.
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APPENDIX I:
Wyoming Aviation Trivia
The first airplane flew into
Wyoming as early as 1911 when
pilot George W. Thompson of
Colorado showed up for the Fourth
of July in Gillette.109
In 1933, United Airlines made
Cheyenne the largest maintenance
and overhaul base in the world. By
1935, United had 12 arrivals and
departures in Cheyenne each day,
mostly along the east-west route. In
addition, “Cheyenne had the service
of three scheduled and growing

commercial airlines because of
charges of fraud and collusion. The
Army’s performance was
catastrophic. During the 75 days the
Army flew the mail, 12 military
pilots died due to poor equipment
and high pressure to get the mail
through. Two of the fatalities
occurred at Cheyenne. The Army’s
performance quickly put airmail
back in the hands of commercial
airlines. Partially as a result of the
Army debacle, Hanley Cohn of
Wyoming Airlines flew the first run
of the company’s newly acquired
Contract Airmail Route #28 into
Sheridan on June 20, 1934.111

airlines (United, Western, and
Wyoming Air Service) with frequent
arrivals and departures in all four
directions.”110 At that time, a single
feeder line from Cheyenne
(Wyoming Air Service) provided
the only service to Denver.
In February of 1934, President
Roosevelt ordered the Army to take
over airmail service from
Annals of Wyoming, Vol. 52:1, Spring 1980,
“The Air-Age comes to Wyoming”, Gerald M.
Adams, p. 26.
109

110

Ibid, p. 27.
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111

Ibid, p. 27.
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APPENDIX II:
Airplane Crashes in the
Sheridan County Area
The Sheridan Post-Enterprise-April
22-1929- “Hardin, April 22—Percy
Templeman, 23-year-old pilot for
the recently formed Hardin Aircraft
Company, and Grant J. Warner, and
employee of a local drug store,
plunged to their deaths in the heart
of the town’s residential section at
5:30 o’clock Sunday afternoon,
when Templeman failed to loosen
the hold of Warner, a student
making his first flight, on the
controls, and their plane went into a
nose dive from an altitude of 2,000
feet.”
-Crash on the Evans Ranch
On September 27, 1935, Mrs. Lee
Evans of Passaic, Wyoming saw a
strange streak of smoke in the sky
above her ranch, located 60 miles
from Sheridan in rugged country.
She ran 4 miles to the nearest
telephone, which was on the OW
Ranch, and called Manville
Kendrick in Sheridan to inform him
that she presumed an airplane had

crashed. Manville, himself an
aviator, notified the authorities
while Kelly Robinson and Chris
Grinnell (friends of Mrs. Evans)
started toward the scene of the
crash. Upon arrival they discovered
three charred bodies sitting upright
their seats, surrounded by the
seared wreckage of the smoldering
plane. Later on, Sheriff W. T.
Harwood and Coroner W.F. Schunk
went to the Evans Ranch to inspect
the crash site. It is said that parts of
the plane’s stabilizer where found
two miles from the scene of the
crash. The passengers in the plane
were Margaret True, a young
woman flying to Colorado to attend
school; Lloyd Terry, an oilman; and
E.E. Dildine, pilot. They had
departed from Shelby, Montana for
Denver, Colorado earlier that day.112
-Bomber Mountain
On the moonless night of June 28,
1943, a B-17F flying fortress crashed
into an unnamed alpine peak in the
Big Horn Mountains. En route from
Pendleton, Oregon to Grand Island,
Nebraska, the plane was flying off
course and at too low an elevation
112

The Sheridan Press, September 27, 1935.
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to clear the 12,887-foot mountain.

plane and both passengers burned

The wreckage was not discovered

while Bill’s mother looked on.114
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until August 12, 1945 (more than
two years later) when two cowboys

-Warren Bard and Jack Dow of Big

noticed sun glinting off objects on a

Horn crashed in the mountains

distant peak. Apparently,

during a search operation for a

weathering had worn off the drab

missing boy. Jack Dow survived,

paint on the B-17 and exposed the

but Warren was killed. Later it was

brilliantly reflective metal beneath.

discovered that the boy had not

The discoverers were Berl Bader of

been missing at all.

Ten Sleep, and Albert Kirkpatrick of
Hyattville. The bodies of ten airmen

-A pair of pilots crashed at Red

were recovered the next day, and a

Canyon on the T-T (Nedrianhaus)

monument was erected in August

Ranch near Big Goose Canyon while

1945. A year later, the peak was

spraying for grasshoppers. They

named Bomber Mountain as a

were from Florida, and fell victim to

tribute to the crew of the B-17.113

the thin air of the mountains on a
hot summer day.

-Bill Erwin was a student with
Yentzer’s General Airplane Service
in 1948, and he had a reputation for
reckless flying. One day he and a
passenger were allowed to go out
flying with specific instructions to
do no stunts or acrobatics. Bill went
south out of town to his mother’s
place, where he immediately started
turning loops. He came out of a
loop too low, and hit a rock. The
The Bomber Mountain Crash: A Wyoming
Mystery, by Scott Madsen; Mountain Man
Publishing; Buffalo, Wyoming; 1990; pp. 52-55.
113

114

“Jack Yentzer as I Know Him,” by Mrs. Yentzer.
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APPENDIX III:
Sheridan County Airport Managers
1.

Robert Garrett

2.

Hanley Cohn

1930-31

Kenneth Brown (Mgr.) and
H.C. Holloway (Agent)
1934-1934(?)115

4.

Airlines and Fixed-Base Operators
Wyoming, Chapter IV;
Sheridan Press May 20, 1957;
Annals of Wyoming, Spring 1980;
Air Show News, Billings Montana,

Wayne Seifert

June 10, 1939;

1934(?)-1935(?)116
5.

Dates of Operation For Various
Sources: Air Transportation in

Fall 1931-Spring 1934
3.

APPENDIX IV:

Wikipedia-The Free Online

Christian Leferink and

Encyclopedia.

Tom Marshall (Inland Airlines
Agents) 1935(?)-1943
Christian Leferink (Mgr.)
1943-1946117
6.

Ray Bantle

July 13, 1925-Chartered
(Existed alongside Wyoming Air
Service and Inland Airlines)

July 3, 1946-1976118
7.

Western Airlines

1944-Purchased Inland Airlines

Mel Clark 1976-1978

1986-Bought out by Delta

(Ray Bantle returned for three

Airlines

months in the summer of ‘78)

1987-Merged fully into Delta

8.

Ralph Kath

Airlines

9.

Norman Feck

1978-1985

Oct. 1, 1985-Jan. 31, 2003
10.

John Stopka 2003-

United Aircraft and Transportation
Company

(Employed at airport since

February 1, 1929-Incorporated

1976; sold gas, operations

1931-Became United Airlines

supervisor for many years.)

United Airlines
1933-United relocated all
maintenance and overhaul to

The Sheridan Press, June 20, 1934.
Wayne Seifert obituary, date unknown.
117 The Sheridan Press, June 27, 1939.
The Sheridan Press, May 20, 1957.
118 The Sheridan Press, Jan. 16, 1974. “Ray Bantle:
More than a Manager.”
115
116

Cheyenne, making it largest such
operation in the world (Annals)
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1935-United offered twelve
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Wyoming Air Service

arrivals/departures daily from

May 9, 1930-Incorporated

Cheyenne (mostly east-west)

March 16, 1931-Inaugural
flights between Casper and

Border Airlines

Denver

February 1931-Inaugurated

April 13, 1931-First commercial

service from to Billings to Great

passenger flight into Sheridan

Falls, MT

(Wyo. Air Service flew Denver to

April 13, 1931-Opened

Sheridan, while Border Airlines

Sheridan-Billings-Great Falls

served Sheridan to Great Falls.)

Route (Wyo. Air Service served

September, 1931-Took over

Denver to Sheridan.)

Border Airlines route to Billings

September, 1931-Border

only

Airlines suspended, Wyoming

June 20, 1934-Inauguration of

Air Service took over route to

Airmail Route #28 from Pueblo,

Billings, later extended to Great

CO to Billings, MT (with

Falls in 1947.

intermediate stops at Colorado
Springs, Denver, Cheyenne,

Sheridan Air Transportation Co.

Casper, and Sheridan.)

c. 1929-Formed by Hanley Cohn

July, 1937-Sold two routes out of

Sr. and father George Cohn for

Cheyenne and Denver to United

barnstorming/flight instruction-

Airlines

no scheduled flights.

August, 1937-Route extended to

1931-Operations ceased when

Lewiston and Great Falls,

Hanley was hired by Wyoming

Montana.

Air Service as Sheridan Airport

April, 1938-Extended airmail

Manager

service to Huron, South Dakota
May, 1938-Post Office

Wyoming Airways Corporation

Department authorized increased

April 25, 1928-Certified

airmail schedule: two flights

(Precursor to Wyoming Air

going each way every day

Service)

between Billings and Cheyenne.
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July 1, 1938-name changed to

got his start flying with the Yentzers

Inland Airlines

about this time; he later went on to

Inland Airlines

operate a large airfield in Greybull.

June 1, 1938-Incorporated

Around 1950 the company name

October 7, 1943-Contract signed

changed to Bighorn Airways. Jack

for purchase by Western Airlines

Yentzer was killed in an air crash in

May 23, 1944-Civil Aeronautics

1955.119

Board approved purchase of

Hawkins and Powers Aviation

Inland Airlines by Western

of Greybull purchased Bighorn

Airlines

Airways in 1970, and later sold their
interest to company president Bob

Fixed Base Operators at Sheridan

Eisele. During that decade the

Airport:

company was spraying sage

Sheridan Air Service

“weeds” and liquid fertilizer in

Operated by Jens Larsen.
Arney Flying Service
Owned by Harold Arney.
Bighorn Airways
Jack Yentzer started offering

Sheridan, Rock Springs, Rawlins,
and part of Montana. The company
owned nine planes, and was busy
enough to employ four pilots, a
mechanic, and a secretary.120

pilot instruction in Sheridan around

Robert Eisele initiated a new

1943. Early employees were Arch

period of expansion around 1986 by

Hall and Berry Albert. In 1945,

obtaining several government

Jack’s brother Dick Yentzer was

contracts for smoke jumping

discharged from the service.

operations. In addition to the

Together they established General

planes stationed in Sheridan for

Airplane Service, spending the

charter and instruction, Bighorn

winter doing coyote hunting from

Airways currently has eight smoke

the air. Soon they became involved

jumping planes contracted out

with crop dusting, charters, fuel

around the country each summer:

sales, and flight instruction. In 1948,

four in Alaska; one each in

they moved part of the operation to
the Buffalo Airport. Gene Powers

119
120

“Jack Yentzer as I Know Him,” by Mrs. Yentzer.
The Sheridan Press, April 17, 1971.
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California, Washington, and

operated since WWII. Soon they

Montana, and one as a spare. As a

were flying charters all over the

fixed-base operator, the company

country, and servicing many of the

now offers fuel sales, maintenance,

planes that came through Sheridan,

instruction, avionics repair,

most notably the jet used by Queen

helicopter and jet charter, as well as

Elizabeth on her visit here in 1984.

spraying for alfalfa and wheat

They also fueled the Blue Angels on

growers. The company is now the

their flights through town in 1980

largest fixed-base operator in

and 1983.

Wyoming.
Bighorn Airways houses its

Though Falcon Flight was in
competition with Big Horn Airways

avionics and radio shop under the

for charters and fuel, there was

roof of the original hangar, which

enough government contract work

was moved from its original

to go around. Falcon focused on

location and placed on a new

wildlife survey work, doing counts

building structure during Ray

of deer, elk, bear, mountain lion,

Bantle’s tenure as airport manager.

and eagles. In 1981, Fred Mooney,

In the last five years, Bighorn

president of the company, followed

Airways has witnessed an increase

a bald eagle on its 13-day migration

in private jet traffic at the airport.

from Mills, Wyoming to the

Jon Halvorson, operations manager

Northwest Territories of Canada for

for the company, says that three or

the US Fish and Wildlife service.

four jets arrive at Sheridan every

He also tracked black-footed ferrets

day, adding up to a total of about 20

on the Pitchfork Ranch near

a week.

Meeteetsee, which involved night

Falcon Flight

flying at 100 feet elevation.

Fred Mooney and Gurden

Fred sold his interest to

Barnett started their charter

Gurden Barnett in 1985. By that

operation in 1977. They leased the

time the company had 12 employees

hangars on the west side of the

and 20 planes. Barnett sold out to

airport as well as the gasoline

Big Horn Airways in 1987.

concession that the county had
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APPENDIX V:
Airline Timetables

David Zekria and Björn Larsson, both Europeans, collected the images on the
following pages. Together they maintain an online collection containing
hundreds of airline timetables from six continents.
Wyoming Air Service Route Map, December 20, 1936, Courtesy David Zekria,
Airline Timetable Collection. www.timetableimages.com
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Wyoming Air Service Timetable, December 20, 1936, Courtesy
David Zekria, Airline Timetable Collection.
www.timetableimages.com
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Wyoming Air Service Route Map, December 20, 1936, Courtesy
David Zekria, Airline Timetable Collection.
www.timetableimages.com
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Inland Airlines Timetable,
April 28, 1940, Courtesy
Björn Larsson, Airline
Timetable Collection.
www.timetableimages.com
Wyoming Air Service
changed its corporate name
to Inland Airlines in 1937 to
reflect a schedule covering
Colorado, South Dakota,
and Montana. The aircraft
shown is a Boeing 247-D.
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Inland Airlines Timetable,
August 1, 1941, Courtesy
David Zekria, Airline
Timetable Collection.
www.timetableimages.com
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Greg Nickerson’s Thank-You Page
I would like to thank:
Hanley Cohn, Jr. for his years of research on Sheridan aviation, and for
caring enough about these stories to have them recorded;
Jane Wohl for recommending me to Hanley, and landing me my first
freelance writing job;
Dana Prater for allowing us to work on the project at the Sheridan
County Museum;
Maureen Loudon at Bella Graphics and Display for her highly
professional design work;
Karen Woinoski and Andy Wenburg at the Wyoming Room for finding
the picture of Carl Griffen;
Jon Halvorson for providing the information on Bighorn Airways, and
for the tour of the original hangar;
Fred Mooney for sharing his stories about Falcon Flight;
Anne Nickerson and Norman Feck for their editing;
Scott Nickerson for letting an aspiring author take over the office;
All the wonderful teachers who encouraged me to write.

About the writer:
Gregory M. Nickerson lives in Big Horn, Wyoming. He is a graduate of
Big Horn High School, and Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota,
where he majored in American Studies. As of this writing, he is assistant
curator at the new Sheridan County Museum, opening July 2006. He
claims a number of flyers in his family tree, most notably Harvey
Winters McGeorge, a 19-year-old transport pilot in WWII.

AVIATION PIONEERS of SHERIDAN, WYOMING 1919-1935
One of the many interesting incidents in Sheridan’s aviation history:
Movie stunt pilot Frank Frakes flew a burning plane through a house as a sideshow at the
1936 Sheridan WYO Rodeo. He had completed the stunt over 50 times around the
country, and was only slightly injured at Sheridan. Elsa Spear Byron took this photo at
1/1000th of a second. Courtesy Marilyn Bilyeu.

L to R: Don Deernose, stunt pilot
Frank Frakes, and Jack Deernose at
the Sheridan WYO Rodeo July 16,
1936. The Deernoses were part of
the contingent from the Crow
Nation that camped out at the
fairgrounds.

